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Meets Mixed Reviews
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Citizens’ Coalition Wins Delay

DeVigne Defends Adjudication Process for Felonies

By Alex Schmitz

GUSA Attacks Rule

After receiving sharp criticism for its controversial adjudication of a Georgetown student last year for sexual assault, the
_ university reformed its student code of conduct to offer stu-

dents heightened due process in cases involving offenses
considered felonies under DC law.
While administrators, faculty and students familiar with the
revisions to the code agree that the case was not the sole
catalyst behind the changes, many said the questions it raised
about the adjudication process did make an impact.
According to Renee DeVigne, acting dean of student affairs, the changes were made as part
NEWS ANALYSIS
of an annual review process of the
disciplinary process. But this year’s
reforms were far more significant than the usual fine-tuning of
the process, coming with the help of university lawyers and
with an eye to the past.
Until this year, Georgetown tried students for violations of
the student Code of Conduct through a uniform adjudication
system. Whether students were being disciplined for possessing alcohol or for committing a crime as serious as murder,
they went before a student-chaired adjudication board and, in
cases where they could be suspended or expelled from campus, they could have an attorney present to advise them.
The new code, while remaining faithful to its predecessor,
contains one major change: the addition of a new set of
offenses, known as “category C,” which are prosecuted differently from other student code violations.
Students suspected of committing category C offenses are
now subject to a different disciplinary process. A preliminary
committee investigates any charges brought against a student
and advises the adjudication board on whether to prosecute the
student, depending on the amount of evidence available.
In addition, students being tried for category C offenses now
are allowed to have an attorney who not only can advise them
but can speak for them and act as if they were in a court of law.
In the disciplinary process for category C cases, the adjudication board also adheres more strongly to the principle of
presumption of innocence, requiring evidence almost as com-=

‘B’ Cases
By Brian Wheeler
HOYA Staff Writer

A member of the committee that
revised the university student code
of conduct assailed this week a provision of the new code that bars
attorneys from counseling students
"accused of mid-level, or “Category
B,” offenses which can lead to suspensions.
Committee member
Chris
McLaughlin (CAS ’95) introduced a

resolution Wednesday night before
the Georgetown University Student
Association (GUSA) assembly urging Acting Dean of Student Affairs
Renee De Vigne to overturn the provision. The resolution passed unanimously.
McLaughlin,

a GUSA

assembly

representative, said the Disciplinary
Review Committee (DRC), on which
he served, debated whether to allow

attorneys at disciplinary hearings to
assist students. The committee did
not reach a consensus on the issue
and referred it to then-Dean of Student Affairs John J. DeGioia to decide, McLaughlin said.
According

to

Citing discrepancies between current plans for the improvement of Georgetown’s physical plant and those approved
earlier, the DC zoning administrator rejected Tuesday a building permit for the proposed project.
}
DC Zoning Administrator Joseph F. Bottner Jr. told university officials and the Dominion Energy Corporation thatdue to
inconsistencies in six areas of the proposed addition, the
project would be postponed once again. This is the most recent
in a series of stumbling blocks the university and Dominion
Energy have encountered in SusIpiing to get the necessary
permits for the project.
A
In a letter to the university and Dominion, Bottner said the
movement of underground fuel tanks and a change in the
structure’s elevation were of particular concern.
!
But Associate Vice President for Public Relations Gary Krull
dismissed the inconsistencies, saying “we do not envision that

HOYA Staff Writer

Barring Attorneys
From

HOYA Staff Writer

By Brian Wheeler

McLaughlin,

See GUSA, p. 5.

See ADJUDICATION,

p. 3

any questions asked will be difficult to answer.”
The Citizens’ Coalition of Georgetown, a neighborhood

group opposed to the project, responded to the decision by |
calling it a “positive step.”
oy
A spokesperson for the group, Sophia Henry, said, “George- Ef
town is proposing to put an industrial plant in a residential
community. Dominion is coming in to make money.” Henry
cited health concerns and aesthetics as two reasons why the
group opposed the proposed improvements.
1
Victor Podbyelski, director of facilities at Georgetown, rejected complaints about the plant’s aesthetics, saying “it willbe }
completely transparent to the neighborhood.”
g
Mark Lazenby, a spokesman for Dominion, said, “we feel |
that all the changes are within our prerogative. There is underlying logic in them and we intend to explain this [to the Board
of Zoning Adjustment].”

Kevin Haggard/The HOYA

The National Cathedral will host a festival this weekend. See story, p. 8.
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By Anna Mulrine

oh
Georgetown ranked 17th out of 204 national universities
in overall excellence, according to the sixth edition of U.S.

ly

News and World Report’s annual poll released last week.
The 17th-place finish, Georgetown’s highest since 1988,
marks a two-point increase from last year’s 19th-place

ay

ranking. Harvard University was the top-ranked school for

Pregnancy

the third consecutive year. The rest of the top 10 were
Princeton, Yale, Stanford, California Institute of Technology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dartmouth,
Duke, the University of Chicago and Columbia.
Georgetown’s rank places it among the finest colleges in
the nation, according to Fred Hannon, U.S. News assistant
manager of media relations.
Michael Shulman/THE
“It’s a great honor to be in the top 25,” he said. “There is | Health Education Coordinator Maureen Ritz.
a difference between the schools ranked first and 25th, but
there are only subtle differences between the schools in the
middle.”
Georgetown, however, does not place too much value on
the rankings, according to Gary Krull, associate vice presi?
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Struggles to Meet the Needs of Mothers-to-Be

Special to THE HOYA
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University President Leo J. O’Donovan, SJ, officially

Team

to

create support services for pregnant students.
While the university does not keep
statistics on pregnancies at Georgetown
to protect students’ privacy, a national
study used by the university to gauge the
need for pregnancy support services estimated that there were 250-300 pregnant students on any given campus every year, according to Health Education
Coordinator Maureen Ritz.
With this in mind, the support team

By Francine Friedman

and admissions directors to rank schools by academic
reputation. The survey results were combined with statisti-

demic community at a convocation ceremony Tuesday.
Dr. I. King Jordan, president of Gallaudet University,

sh-

cal data measuring

received the President’s Medal from O’Donovan during

An estimated 500 to 1,000 George-

school, including faculty quality, overall resources, average
the ceremony.
student SAT/ACT scores, graduation rate and student satisO’Donovan challenged the incoming freshmen to befaction.
come “virtuous citizens.” He encouraged the development
The schools were ranked in five other categories besides | of friendships, not only among each other, but with the rest
overall excellence. Georgetown ’s highest finish, ninth place, | of the university community and the surrounding DC
was in student satisfaction, determined by the average num- | community.
ber of students in the 1983 to 1986 freshman classes who
Also present at the ceremony were Patrick A. Heelan,

town students will join 20,000 walkers
intomorrow’s AIDSWALK, afundraiser

graduated within five years of enrollment. The university’s | SJ, executive vice president for the main campus; Robert

at
ile
| at

|

lowest mark was for its academic reputation, where it fin- | J. Rokusek, director of Campus Ministries; Renee
De Vigne,
ished 31st.
acting dean of student affairs; and Robert B. Lawton, SJ,
Krull said the poll was not a scientific one, and its findings | dean of the College.
did not reveal much

wi
le-

|

every year,” he said.

But according to Hannon, “just about every schoolaccepts |

|

Six

|

to

[the poll] and uses it in admissions material.”

|

open to new ideas,” he said. He also encouraged “discus-

sion of differences and opening of dialogues.”

Jordan, who lost his hearing at the age of 21 in a

In response to some criticism of the methods used in the | motorcycle accident, was appointed to head Gallaudet

ryen
ti

poll, the magazine has worked to- make it more accurate, | University in 1988. He is the first deaf president the school
Hannon said. “We’ve worked with a number of deans and | for hearing-impaired students has ever had.
presidents onit. We think they’ re happy withit... and they ve
Since his appointment, Jordan has been an active supcome to accept it.”
porter of disabled individuals, particularly those with

on

-

ce

he
he

In an address given to the freshman class, Jordan urged

points. “There are many people who question how reliable | students to “look for commonalities in each other.”
[the U.S. News rankings] are. . . they change their criteria
“Itis all too easy to focus on differences instead of being

11d

oo

about Georgetown’s strong and weak

|
|

Hannon added that a number of prospective college stu- | hearing disabilities. President Bush appointed Jordan as
dents used the poll to decide where to apply. “We receive | Vice Chair on the President’s Committee on Employment

phone calls from people. . . looking for advice or opinions on | for People with Disabilities in 1990.

these schools that we’ve researched,” he said.

The Metropolitan Brass Ensemble performed before

But Georgetown students seemed to agree with Krull that | and after the gathering.

the poll was not that important in the decision to enroll.
“I took the ranking into consideration, but it wasn’t the top

priority,” said Kara Kiebler (CAS 94). “I was looking for a
school in terms of size, location and academic standing.”

|
|
|
|
248
A
A

— Alex Schmitz

met for the first time in June and again in
August. “We're going to spend the year
listening to what the needs are and determine what Georgetown wants to do about
pregnant students,” Ritz said.
Before the new team was setup, Georgetown offered few options to pregnant
students who sought help on campus.

From 1988 until this year, Georgetown was part of the Nurturing Network,
a national program designed to help
women transfer to other universities for
the rest of their pregnancy.
According to Ritz, students misunderstood the purpose of the program,
thinking the university was forcing preg-

nant students to leave while they carried

the child to term. “People heard that they
had to leave,” Ritz said.

|

“The Nurturing Network instilled a
lot of fear,” said Lea Scarpulla-Nolan
(CAS

’93), a member of the Women’s

Center. “A lot of women expected more
helpfroni the university, notto be shipped
off, which increases the stigma of unwed
pregnancy instead of finding workable
solutions.”
The Women’s Center is not allowed .
to counsel pregnant students, so its staff
refers students to the university counseling services. “Some women have come
to us. They didn’t know what to do or
how the university could help,”
Scarpulla-Nolan said.
In addition to the Nurturing Network,
the university had also begun to address
See PREGNANT,

p. 3

Students Participate in AIDSWALK
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GU Honors Gallaudet's Jordan

“We’ve never tended to use them for publicity and we’ve
never bragged about them, as some other schools do,” Krull
said.
In determining the final standings, the magazine con-

a

The plan calls for the creation of a cogenerator facility
capable of producing electricity and steam. The proposed
generator could produce 56 megawatts of electricity and increase the university’s current steam supply by 3,000 tons,
according to Podbielski.
Podbielski said the new generator would produce less pollytion, be more efficient and be capable of proyiding energy to an
Sec COGENERATOR, p. 3

Offering Support to Pregnant Hoyas
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to benefit AIDS-related projects in the
DC area.
While many students are planning to
participate in the walk on their own, a
group organized two weeks ago is also
trying to mobilize Georgetown students.
Audrey Barsa (NUR ’95), member of

anewly created AIDS education club on
campus, is coordinating Georgetown students’ involvement in the event.
According to Barsa, the group was
approached by John Crapo, associate
director of academic administration and
planning for the Graduate Public Policy
Program, to coordinate the campus-wide
effort.
“It’s been good advertisement for our
group,” said Barsa. “We also received a
good response at the SAC Fair and will
probably organize a group meeting a
week after the event.”
The group sent letters and a registration form to each club’s mailbox on
campus, contacted each of the university
departments and distributed sign-up
sheets to all resident directors, encouraging them to organize their own groups.
In addition, members of the group
went door-to-doorinmostdorms to indi-

vidually recruit walkers. The group will
also register any last- minute walkers in

Healy Circle Saturday morning at 7 a.m.
“I think we’ve gotten a surprisingly
good response in the amount of time we
put this together,” said Barsa.
According to Crapo, the event's organizers are targeting college students. “We
are not as interested in getting money
from college students as we are in encouraging students to involve themselves
in AIDS-related community service,” he
said.
Steven Dixon, MD, a private physician in D.C. and the chairman of
AIDSWALK Washington, is also very
interested in involving college students
in the annual fundraiser. “I think it’s
great that so many college students are

involved in AIDSWALK this year,” he
said.
AIDSWALK, Washington — the area’s
largest AIDS fundraising event is a 10kilometer pledge walk. The money raised
will support AIDS research, education
and care. The walk begins and ends at
Freedom Plaza, which is located at 13th
Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW,
and it will cover all four quadrants of the
City.

Laity percent of the net proceeds
will go toward services provided by. the
Whitman Walker Clinic and the other 20
percent will go to the Metropolitan Washington Community AIDS Partnership and
Brother Help Thyself, both of which are

Michael Shulman/THE HOYA
Audrey Barsa (NUR

’95).

grant organizations that will distribute
the funds to other AIDS organizations.
The AIDSWALK program will start
at 9:30 a.m., and the walk is scheduled to
start at 10 a.m. DC Mayor Sharon Pratt
Kelly is expected to attend the program,

as are honorary chairpeople DC Delegate Eleanor Holmes Norton, Melanie
Mayron from the television show
thirtysomething and U.S. Surgeon General Antonia Novello.
“AIDS is going to be something col-

See AIDSWALK, p. 3
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At Fannie Mae, one of America’s largest financial institutions, your BA/BS
degree can qualify you for our Business Systems Training Program. Here, you
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will learn the latest in business systems to keep your skills up-to-date and your
career on the fast track.

EE)

Our program combines classroom instruction with on-the-job training to teach
you computer programming and analysis, plus business and financial systems

SHIRTS LAUNDRY

development on intelligent workstations.
To qualify, you must have the motivation to succeed and a Bachelor's degree
(Computer Science or Finance preferred). A Master's degree, previous com-

5 99¢c..
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puter programming and/or financial analysis experience is desired. Qualified
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applicants must take the Wolfe Aptitude Assessment Battery Programming
Test. Invitations for testing will be mailed to those selected.
We offer a competitive starting salary with periodic reviews and a generous
benefits program which includes fully-paid health benefits, life insurance, com-
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The Assistant Dean for Admissions at

pany-paid retirement, 401(k) matching, and a stock purchase plan. For imme-

diate consideration, send your resume to: Fannie Mae, Dept. BST-193, P.O.
Box 39192, Washington, DC 20016. TDD# (202) 752-3644. For more information on other positions, call our Job Hotline at (202)752-JOBS.
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by Key Bridge

Fannie Mae is an Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer. We invite inquiries
and applications from minorities, women,
veterans, the disabled and members of other
protected groups. We promote a drug-free
work environment.

333-8138:
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Georgetown University Law Center

The USA's Housing Partner

Will be conducting
information sessions
for students interested in law school
on
L&N

SEAFOOD

GRILL is a full service, award winning, fresh

seafood restaurant.

We are now hiring to staff our location at:

CHEVY CHASE PAVILLION
5345 Wisconsin Ave. NW at Western Avenue

(Friendship Station Metro Stop)
WAIT STAFF
HOSTESSES/HOSTS

COOKS
BUS

BARTENDERS
DISHWASHERS

We are looking for only enthusiastic people who posess the desire to succeed
© and be a part of a professional team. Apply in person every day from 9 - 6.

SHOULD THE PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES BE OF HIGH MORAL
CHARACTER?
The United States is still a great country and the leader
of the Free World.

Yes, the leader of the Free World should

be a man of high moral character. A country that does not
have high moral values will eventually self-destruct or become
a second-rate nation. The U.S. must be prevented from selfdestructing or becoming a second-rate nation.
The president of our country is regarded as a role
model by the majority of our citizens. If the president does
not have high moral values, some of our citizens may lower
their own moral values to those of the president’s. That is
why the moral character question is legitimate and must be
discussed in advance. This high moral character standard
must be applied to all candidates.
There is no malice intended towards any candidate. It
is in keeping with the First Amendment to robustly discuss the
qualifications of any candidate for high public office. I do not
expressly advocate the defeat or election of any candidate.
Specifically, I do not advocate the defeat of William Clinton.
What I am asking is that the qualification of character of the
candidates to hold high office be discussed as protected by the
First Amendment to the Constitution.
When a man voluntarily seeks high public office his
private life is no longer private but open to the examination of
the voters he is asking to vote for him. Only after full disclo{sure and inspection of his qualifications by the voters will the
voters know what is his moral character — high or low.
Clinton refuses to answer and to be held to this high moral
standard.

Gary Hart was originally thought to be of high moral
character. He lied when he denied being an adulterer. He was
caught being an adulterers. He had to quit in disgrace. Clinton
should be held to the same high moral standards as was Gary
Hart.

:

-

Clinton first denied Gennifer Flowers was his mistress
saying she was just a good friend. Later he changed his story
and said, in effect, it was none of the voters’ business whether

or not he was an adulterer. At a rally a young man asked him
point-blank if he was an adulterer. Clinton first replied he was

tired of being held to a double standard. Then he replied that he
was not going to answer the question of whether he was an
adulterer. You have a right to know.
Gennifer Flower, Clinton’s mistress, according to her,

made tape recordings of their intimate telephone conversations.
According to the transcript of these telephone conversations,
Flowers describes an intimate sex act with Clinton saying “You
ate good p—y.” She said Clinton replied, “Well, you can tell
them (reporters) that it I dea't run for president.” If true, this °
shows low moral character. From the transcripts of these
conversations it sounds as though Gennifer Flowers was
Clinton’s mistress while he was married to his wife Hillary.
It is shocking but true, virtually none of the major
media: The New York Times, The Washington Post, Los

Angeles Times, NBC News, ABC News, CBS News, Associated Press, United Press International, CNN or Larry King

Live will ask Clinton if he is an adulterer. A reporter asked the

Republican candidate President Bush, and his wife, if he was a
adulterer, which he vehemently denied.
They consider the question of Clinton’s alleged draft
evasion a legitimate question to be raised because it goes to his
moral character. They are very wrong when they then contend
that adultery does not go to the moral character of a man.
Alleged adultery is a far greater legitimate question than draft
evasion. Yet the major media and the talk shows do not have
the guts to put this question to Clinton. If President Bush was
asked this question surely it must be judged a legitimate question to ask William Clinton. Yet the media refuse to acknowl‘edge this.
This major media group is to be severely condemned fo
not doing so. They have a duty to ask Clinton if he was an
adulterer. They also have a duty, as they did with Gary Hart, t
investigate in depth Gennifer Flowers and her tape recordings
of her telephone conversations with Clinton. They should
report to you, the voters, the sexual act described on the tapes,
without any editing. If this act is too offensive to modesty or
decency, then he is not of high moral character and he should

quit as Gary Hart quit.
Write to any one of these news media demanding they
publicly ask candidate Clinton whether he was an adulterer, wa
Gennifer Flowers his mistress, and his attitude towards the
Flowers tapes. In not asking these legitimate questions of
Clinton the media are failing in their duty to their readers,
listeners and viewers, and to you — the voters. Write today.

Wilson C. Lucom
A DEMOCRATIC CONCERNED VOTER
P.O. Box 2467
Palm Beach, Florida 33480
Disclaimer: This ad was not authorized by or paid for by any candidate or any committee representing such candidate. It was authorized for and paid for entirely by Wilson C. Lucom, a Democratic voter, who firmly believes the voters have ari ight
ito know and discuss the qualification of moral character of the presidential candidates. He is spending his own money so the major media will finally do their job, which they have not done to date.
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According to committee members, the

pelling as would be needed in court to
prove guilt.
“For the categoryC offenses, the hearing board will be guided by but not
governed absolutely by the federal rules
of evidence,” said DeVigne.
The Case

The sexual assault case had raised
questions regarding both the rules of
evidence and the alleged unfairness of
denying students full legal representation when being adjudicated for serious
crimes.
Attorney John P. Coale advised amale
New South resident appealing the adjudication board’s decision to expel him
after he was accused of rapinga female

freshman during New Student Orientation. During the appeal hearings, Coale
was not allowed to speak and could only
advise his client in private.
“[The adjudication board] told him
they would call security if I spoke,” said
Coale in an interview this week. “I could
whisper in his ear, but that was quite
ridiculous.”
The case came not long after the adjudication code was revised in the summer
of 1990, and it has been the only sexual
assault case to go through the disciplinary system in the past three years, according to DeVigne. But when the
student’s appeal was denied, Coaleraised
vehement objections to the way his client had been treated, threatening to sue
the university for denying his client due
process of law.
“I let it be known quite loudly that the
legal

system

there

was

unfair,”

said

Coale. Although the student originally
had been dismissed from Georgetown,

Coale said he negotiated with Georgetown attorneys from the firm of Williams and Connolly, and the student was
allowed to leave voluntarily. “If he were
in the military, you could say he got an
honorable discharge,” Coale said.
One current adjudication board member said he thought that despite Coale’s
objections, the case had been handled
well. “I think it was done in a very
efficient and a very fair way.”
But despite the resolution of the 1991
case, the risk of a future lawsuit lead the
university’s attorneys to advise achange
in the present adjudication code.

Changing the System
In its annual revision of the conduct
code, the Disciplinary Review Committee (DRC), headed by Director of Resi-

dence Life Bethany Marlowe and con-

taining three students, considers issues
that arise regarding the effectiveness of
the codeinhandling real-life cases. “Last
year the question was how to best handle
felony offenses,” said De Vigne.

DRC tackled the issue of felonies on the
advice of university attorneys who
thought the system would not withstand
close judicial scrutiny. While the sexual
assault case never was mentioned explicitly, it was on the committee members’ minds, they said.
According to committee member Jeffrey Von Arx, SJ, changes were sparked
by “experiences that they had with the
system last year and recommendations
from university lawyers.”
“There was that case of the student
who was accused of the rape. . . and I
think experiences with that case played
arole,” he said.

COGENERATOR, from p. 1
additional 20,000 homes in the area.
The excess electricity would be sold to
the Potomac Electric Power Company

operate whatis currently Georgetown’s
physical plant. Dominion would then
sell steam to the university at discount
rates, Lazenby said. At the same time,

the project. “[Cogeneration] has been

PEPCO would buy electricity from Dominion for residential distribution.
Georgetown currently uses steam for
all central heating and cooling systems
on campus..

endorsed as the wave of the future. It is
a good way to meet our energy needs
and to conserve our resources.”
Cogeneration is arelatively new technology that allows the simultaneous
production of electricity and thermal
energy in the form of steam, through
the use of only one fuel source — in this
case, natural gas.
Dominion Energy would own and

Under conditions set down in the
permits, the plant would be allowed to
use natural gas as fuel, and in times of
shortage, Number two fuel oil — a socalled “light,” low sulfur fuel that produces less pollution than the current
Number six fuel oil and coal when
burned, said Podbielski. Number two
oil is two and a half to three times more

(PEPCO), the District’s major electric

utility.
Krull said the university supported

GU Works to Improve

Pregnancy Support
New Services Replace Nurturing Network

expensive than Number six oil or coal,
but the overall operational costs of the
new plant are expected to be less than
cuirent costs, according to the univer-

sity.
Under the conditions of the agreement, the use of coal would be prohibited and fuel oil could be used only when
suppliers limit the availability of natural
gas, such as during heavy consumption
periods in winter. Studies conducted by
the university estimate no more than 30
such days each year, Podbielski said.

The university is placed into a separate class from households and small
companies because it has alternative
heating capacities. Households and businesses without secondary systems take
precedence over such large customers

the issues of financial aid, housing op-

dependent of your own, for financial aid
reasons, you're considered independent
and your status changes,” Goggins said.
“You may qualify for awards from financial aid or the college scholarship
service.”

The pregnancy support team is now
working to carry out the wish list that
Goggins left behind when she moved to
the Office of Student Affairs last year
after the Office of Special Services was
dismantled.
“We appeal through the Dahlgren
Chapel newsletter for clothing and furniture,” Ritz said. “We also ask for donations of storage space, so we can build up

our stock. Someone donates a crib, another person donates the space to store it
until the child is born.”
The team also addresses questions of

parenting groups and counseling for students who have had miscarriages.
The team sees a clear role for men in

the pregnancy support process, according to Ritz.
“Male students hear that Georgetown
women are way too smart [to get pregnant],” she said. “I don’t think it’s a
matter of being smart. Men don’t realize

that there are problems even
control.
“It takes two to become
We're going to push that this
thatdoesn’tmean that'll ever

a rule,

my

experience

is that

Regardless of the circumstances that
contributed to the adjudication policy
change, DeVigne and others said they
felt the code was modified for the right
reasons.
:
“I think this way is better than before.
[The university] is making a distinction
between things of a less serious nature
and things which are serious,” said the
adjudication board member.
. “Qur, policy decisions have to be
grounded in an assessment of what is in
the best interest of this entire. community,” said DeVigne. “Individual cases
may have a bearing on university policy,
but ultimately the policy decisions must
stand on their own accord and cannot be
unduly influenced by any one particular
case.”
Staff Writer Marion Davis contributed to this report.

According

to Henry,

studies

“I’d like for women to be able to come
here for inexpensive babysitting — day

pregnant.
year. But
say who’s

care would

be a real asset to the stu-

dents,” she said.
Scarpulla-Nolan agreed. “When the

people home or to and from university
buildings, and the Alpha Phi Omega
(APO) fraternity runs a van service from

Lauinger to students’ off-campus homes.
Started by Jeff Maher (CAS ’93) in
response
to violent crimes in which Georgetown students had been victims, the
APO service consists of a van that runs
from the Lauinger steps every hour from
10to 12 at night, Sunday through Thursday.
But according to Beth Adams, service
vice president of APO, not enough students know about the service, thus reducing its effectiveness. “Door-to-door
service definitely reduces the chance of
attack, but our main concern is that there
isalack of awareness aboutthe service,”
she said.
Another problem with the APO service is that it is not always reliable. The
van was notin service Wednesday night,
for example, and sometimes students do

not find out that there will be no van until
it is too late.
Depending on the amount of activity
on campus, DPS can sometimes step in
to help those students, sending officers
who will walk or drive students off campus.
After almost being mugged this summer, Katrina Carrol (SFS ’95) said she

turned to DPS at the suggestion of her
friends. She asked for an escort from
Nevils to her apartment several blocks

GU Supports
Walk for AIDS
AIDSWALK, from p. 1
lege students will be dealing with more
and more as they get older,” said Dixon.
“The response from students has been
wonderful. I'm very excited to see students take such initiative,” said Crapo.
“We challenged area universities to create 10 teams of 10 people each, and most
schools are probably going to surpass
that goal. Georgetown has at least 500
students signed up to participate in the

But according to DPS spokesperson
Selina Piper, DPS cannot provide offcampus escorts unless the situation on
campus is relatively quiet and officers
are available. “Our priorities are here on
campus,” Piper said. “We’re supposed

to provide security for the students, staff
and faculty on campus.”
Piper did not explain the exact circumstances under which off-campus
escorts would be provided. But, she said,
“we try to accommodate people in any
way we can.”
DPS officers are available at all times
for on-campus escorts, however. “We
will provide an escort on campus 24
hours aday, seven days a week, from any
place on campus to any other location on
campus,” Piper said.
The on-campus escort service is guaranteed to all members of the university
community and is mentioned in the Student Handbook, the new crime report
and all safety bulletins sent out by the
Office of Student Affairs, according to
its acting dean, Renee DeVigne.
Any member of the university community can ask for an escort anytime.
“They will just call here and the officer
will meet them wherever they are and
accompany them,” Piper said.
DeVigne said she regularly used the
on-campus escort service when she had
to work late and would have to walk in
the dark to her car. “I'strongly encourage
people to use the escort service, particularly when it is late. It’s a wonderful
service and I use it myself.”
The APO and DPS escort services run
therisk of being abused by students who
just want a free ride. “We’re not just a
taxi service,” Adams said. “We focus on
off-campus students that need safe transportation home after studying.”

pating,” Crapo said.

~~

Sve

"He added that he was also excited

about the response from Georgetown
students because “participating in the
walk will also hopefully lead to other
forms of volunteering, because students
will see the impact of their involvement.
“I sec this as being a really great
foundation- building year because students will realize that they can make a
dramatic difference,” said Crapo.
Some campus clubs have even taken
extra steps in supporting the walk. The
Corp will donate all tips taken in this past
week to the event.

university says we encourage

3-T0-4 TIMES FASTER!

con-

ducted by the coalition found that the
university does notneed increased power
production and will not need it in the
future. “Power production strictly for
their own consumption is quite a different matter from creating 56 megawatts,”
Henry said.

you to

Scarpulla-Nolan said a confidential
pregnancy information line was a positive step for the university.
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“The Women’s Center endorses the
availability of all information on campus,” she said. She added that there was
a need for education efforts that would
address how to avoid becoming preg-

THE WORLD'S OLDEST, LARGEST, MOST POHERFUL & WELL-RESPECTED RAPID READING
& STUDY PROGRAM ~ WITH CREDENTIALS UNAVAILABLE FROM ANY OTHER SOURCE...

nant.
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“We are happy to endorse education
about contraception — to raise the acceptability on campus to discuss the issue — for reasons of pregnancy as well
as disease,” Scarpulla-Nolan said. The
pregnancy support services team will
begin to advertise its counseling and
pregnancy services through newspaper

ads and abookmark thatis being printed.

with birth

Public Safety (DPS) officers will walk

genuine concern for my safety,”
she said.

READ, STUDY & LEARN

and the mother

Goggins said that during her two years
helping to counsel pregnant women, she
did not meet any women whose boyfriends attended the counseling session.
Of 12 undergraduate women whom
she counseled, Goggins said three decided to end their pregnancies, four of
the students returned to the university
after having their children and five never
got back in touch with her.
After her two years coordinating supportservices for students confronted with
unplanned pregnancies, Goggins suggested other services that the university
could offer for pregnant women.

For students heavily involved in extracurricular activities, walking home
late at night can be a risky and scary
experience.
What many students do not know is
that there are several escort services
available at Georgetown to help them
avoid the dangers of walking alone at
night.
In the 1992 Student Handbook, two
escort services are listed. Department of

away. “DPS was very polite and punctual, and I felt safe and comfortable. The
officer encouraged me to use the service
whenever I felt at risk and expressed a

when gas supplies become short.
“I think that sometimes Georgetown
The university hadhoped to finish the
students
think that we live in abig bubble.
project in June, 1994, but if the permit is
They think that noihing can happen to
not approved soon, Podbielski said he
walk, and I wouldn’t be surprised if we them and the only way to stop AIDS is
feared the soonest the project could be
had 1,000 Georgetown students partici- through education,” said Barsa.
completed would be June, 1995, representing a major setback for the project. |,
But he said he remained optimistic that
FROM THE WORLD LEADER! SPECIAL DISCOUNT CLASSES FOR COLLEGE GRADUATE |
the dispute would be resolved quickly.
STUDENTS
& FACULTY — NOW FORMING LOCALLY & NATIONWIDE! TELL A FRIEND:
Henry said that the citizens' group
was optimistic that one of the two partners would withdraw from the project
because of the recent setback. She said
the university was trying to “hoodwink
UPTO
us into thinking they need the additional
power.”

be the institution of some kind of day
care center — to facilitate the woman
being a student.”
Goggins also cited the need for housing after the student has the child. “I'd
like for Georgetown programs to be setting the standard in service,” she said.

takes more courses the next semester,”
Ritz said.

The team is expanding its services,

“As

women have traditionally been reluctant
to come forward to the authorities regarding sexual assault, rape and other :
sexual offenses,” DeVigne said. “I believe it is appropriate for a woman to
avail herself of all avenues of support
and to prosecute or press charges. Again,
the university’s need to address the conduct doesn’t preclude that. Students are
strongly encouraged to press charges.”

carry your child to full term, there should

courses one semester,

Ritz said, through free Lamaze classes,

code of conduct and we are obliged to
enforce it,” she added.
DeVigne
also stressed that
Georgetown’s disciplinary process did
not preclude legal action in DC courts.
“The university’s adjudication system is
not meant to be a substitute for the prosecution system, but we can’t ignore an
offense and simply tell students that their
complaint can only be lodged beyond
Healy Gates,” DeVigne said.
DeVigne also said the category Cdisciplinary process was important for
women who had been raped and were
hesitant to put themselves through the
humiliation of a pressing charges and
testifying in court.

The pregnancy support team works to
provide housing for couples who get
married and to counsel couples on strategies for sharing the responsibilities ofa
child when the woman wants the father
to be involved.
“Maybe the father is taking more

students are aware that once you have a

“The university wanted to increase its
efforts,” said Ritz, who took over the
program in November.

Renee DeVigne.

the father, get him in here, I want to talk
to him,” Ritz added.

financial aid and housing. “Not a lot of

under the guidance of Pam Goggins,
then director of special services.
:

Special to THE HOYA

Private universities,
he said, “have pretty

PREGNANT, from p. 1
tions, medical care and childbirth classes

By Emily O’Brien and Sean Rushton

counsel to the Washington legislative
office of the American Civil Liberties
Union, constitutional rights do not apply
to private schools’ disciplinary processes.

Cogeneration Project Postponed Again

T

Vans, Walking Companions Protect Hoyas

According to Robert Peck, legislative

A directive prepared by Director of
felony cases. At American, all adjudicaStudent Conduct Laura Minor in February for the committee spelled out the tion cases go before a hearing board
composed of three students, one profesDRC’s goals.
sor and one administrator, according to
“The current disciplinary system was
Anthony Ragazzo, who until recently
putin place and operational for the 199091 academic year. Over the course of was American’s conduct code administhat year we confronted behavior that, if trator. American does not allow any lawprosecuted criminally, could result in yers to consult with students.
dismissal from the university or a felony
Judging the new code
conviction. Given inherent limitations
in our hearing process, our attorneys
Administrators and students involved
advised us that modifications in to our
in crafting the new adjudication code
disciplinary system were necessary,” she . have praised it for addressing the probwrote.
lems felony cases pose to the adjudica“They were concerned that under the
tion system.
currentsituation, liability-wise, they were
“It’s a good compromise between re‘bad off,” said Chris McLaughlin (CAS
specting the rights of the students who
’95), a committee member.
are accused and giving them every opMarlowe could not be reached for
portunity to defend themselves with
comment this week.
counsel,” said Von Arx. “Itis saying we
While some committee members menwill take responsibility [for what haptioned the impact the rape case had,
pens on campus].”
others maintained that the changes in the
The adjudication process, according
adjudication code had little to do with
to most administrators, attempts to play
the case and instead represented a natuan educational role, ultimately teaching
ral improvement in the adjudication sysstudents more than punishing them. But
tem.
with felonies, the ground rules are differ“The whole system is constantly beent. “When you make a felony accusaing refined. . . so there’s nothing unusual
tion against someone, it isn’t time to be
in these changes,” said Lawrence White,
nice— it’s time to get to the truth,” said
university counsel. “We needed more
Coale.
sophisticated procedures to deal with
Coale said hefelt the university should
more sophisticated cases. We weren’t
defer felony cases to the DC court sysconcerned aboutlegal exposure.
We were
tem because courts were better equipped
concerned about shaping [the code] to
to deal with those cases. “That to me is
the legal realities of today,” he said. “I
the ideal. . . If you’re going to deal with
would characterize this as a natural evothem, at least you can deal with them
lution in the code.”
fairly.”
Federal courts in recent years have
Butcommittee members and De Vigne
ruled that public universities must grant
rejected that approach, saying the unistudents being tried for breaking campus.
versity needed to-protéct-its community.
codes the same due process rights af“We needed a system. . . in which the
forded people in the court system. For
stakes are so high that if a student is
private universities like Georgetown, the found responsible, adequate safeguards
requirements are less certain.
are found both for the student and for the
alleged victims of the crime,” said
In a 1988 case involving the suspenDeVigne.
sion of two Dartmouth University stu“People tend to forget that the felony
dents, a judge in a New Hampshire Suoffense list covers much more than rape.
perior Court ruled that private schools
were not required to give students repre- Suppose a student were caught distributsentation by counsel or allow cross-ex- ing drugs in a dorm. Does that mean we
can’t do anything about it? We have a
amination.

P

Late-Night Escorts

Several experts agree that this concept of fairness
is the only standard courts
require from the disciplinary process of
a school like Georgetown. “Part of the
contract [between student and university] implies that you’re going to be dealt
with fairly,” Coale said.

broad discretion.”
Other local universities like American and George Washington, which are
both private, have adjudication codes
that do not contain special categories for
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APO, DPS Offer

DC Attorney Assails Conduct Code
"ADJUDICATION, from p.1

mber2,

The GU pregnancy support services
team does not include students, but Ritz
said the team would continue to add new
members.
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NEXT SUMMER?
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will teach for America?

Unique internship opportunities allow you to see the world

while earning Georgetown credit.
REFUGEE ASSISTANCE
internships in Southeast Asia,
Western Europe, Africa and Washington, D.C.
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT
internships in Santiago, Chile.

Meet with our staff and past interns at the information meeting

For more information call 298-0215.
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TEACH FOR AMERICA
makes it possible to teach in an
urban or rural public school without
being an education major!
Teach For America is a national
teacher corps of talented,
dedicated individuals from all
academic majors and ethnic
backgrounds who commit two
years to teach in under-resourced
urban and rural public schools.

Experience Higher States of Mind through Enlightened Music
Mondays

5:30 - 6:30

Saturdays

2:30-4:00
Georgetown Public Library.

Information Session

Georgetown

September 28, 1992 at
6:00 p.m.
Leavey Center
Program Rm., Main Level

Salaries range from

$15,000 - $27,000 and partial

September 28
October 5

7:00 - 8:30

TEACH FOR AMERICA

cancellation (Perkins/NDSL) or
deferment (Stafford/GSL)
of loans is possible.

October 3 & October 10
Corner of R and Wisconsin

For more information contact

your career center or call
1-800-832-1230

(downstairs meeting room)
Attend Any or All
For more information call (202) 452-5957
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Change In
Conduct Code

J.P. Morgan Recruits on Campus this Fall . . .
(continued from last year)
J.P.

Morgan

seeks

under-

°*

In Management

Services,

graduates with potential to
become part of the Morgan
team that provides sophisticat-

the firm’s internal consulting
group, you address strategic
management issues of the

ed financial services to to cor-

firm.

porations, governments, and
wealthy individuals throughout the world.
If you’re
interested,
watch for recruiters from J.P.
Morgan who will soon conduct information sessions on
campus. Meanwhile, read on.

Management Services analysts
take assignments in project

Following

training,

management, product development, account administra-

lowing training, you may pursue an auditing career analyz-

the accounting, analysis, and
reporting
of
financial

marketing,
human
resources, financial planning

ing the multifaceted risks
inherent in our business.

Morgan’s results for senior

market research, and other key
support functions.
In the Audit program, fol-

¢
In the Financial program,
you pursue a career as a financial professional, performing

GUSA, from p. 1

DeGioia decided over the summer to bar
attorneys from category B hearings.
Under the old adjudication system, students could have attorneys for disciplinary hearings where an adjudication board
could suspend or dismiss a student from
Georgetown.

management, regulators, and
stockholders.
To be continued at an upcoming information session.

The new code of conduct permits at-

EE

torneys to present arguments for their
clients who are charged with violations
that could lead to their expulsion, a set of
cases that fall under a newly created
“category C.” Category B offenses include drug possession, assault and theft.
McLaughlin criticized the policy
change on the grounds that it prevented
students from having legal help in a
serious hearing. “During a hearing that
will determine whether a student will be
suspended from Georgetown, any student can become quite nervous and might
forget to ask certain questions,”
McLaughlin wrote in a letter Monday to
DeVigne. “An attorney can make sure
the student is aware of the pertinent
questions that should be asked.”
Last night DeGioia responded to
McLaughlin’s criticisms by saying, “I
recognize there is some confusion regarding category B offenses, and I'm
going to ask Dean DeVigne to ask the
DRC to review the policy as quickly as
possible.”
But others onthe DRC said the change
was not as significant as McLaughlin
maintained because students were al-

——

Career tracks

at J.P. Morgan

Do career opportunities still
exist on Wall Street?

Graduates start their career at
J.P. Morgan in one of our rigorous career development
programs, depending on their
interests, skills and background. The programs are
Corporate Finance, Global
Markets, Global Technology
and Operations, Management

They do at J.P. Morgan, a world leader in global finance.
We offer exceptional career opportunities for the highly
motivated graduate in corporate finance, sales, trading and
research, global technology and operations, internal consulting, auditing and financial management.

Services, Audit, Financial, and

Masters in Accounting. Each
program begins with intensive
training programs before
entering an initial career track.
e

In

Corporate

Finance,

You don’t need an educational background in finance to
succeed at J.P. Morgan. Successful candidates will receive
extensive on-the-job traming. This training includes specialized programs that help develop requisite business knowledge

you provide research, marketing, and analytical support to
client and product teams. You
work on a variety of projects
that range from identifying a
client’s optimal capital structuring to structuring a stock or
bond underwriting.
e
In
Global
Markets,
recruits enter one of three
areas:

1) sales, where

problems,

Arx,

60 Wall Street, New York, NY 10260-0060.

2) trading,

Career opportunities at J.P. Morgan

you develop essential analytical tools.
*
In Global Technology and
Operations, there are four
career tracks including problem-solving in operations,
design of applied technology,
evaluation of leading edge
computer and communications
technologies, and product
development with related
sales and marketing responsibilities in our Securities,
Trust,
and
Information
Services group.
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SJ, who

added

that the role
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“I think she is taking a bureaucratic
way of taking this out,” McLaughlin
said. “There has to be someone at the
university with the ability to remove it. .
. When it’s so obviously wrong, there’s
just no reason to keep it.”
McLaughlin also questioned what
DeVigne would do if the committee recommended keeping the provision after
she told him she opposed it. “If [DeGioia]
can putitin, she can take it out... it’s not
up to a DRC committee, which is an
advisory board,” said McLaughlin.

JPMorgan

DeVigne declined to comment for this

article. -
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Georgetown’s adjudication system was
more educational than adversarial. “Lawyers don’t function all that well in that
context... they tend to act quite naturally
like it is a trial.”
“When we found that lawyers got
involved, the students sat twiddling their
thumbs while the lawyers played Perry
Mason,” Von Arx said. “The lawyers
usually tended to monopolize in a certain sense where the hearings went.”
McLaughlinsaid hemet with DeVigne
Tuesday to discuss his problems with
the policy change, but that the dean —
while agreeing with his position of the
provision — said she would only refer
the issue to the committee for discus-.

Attend our upcoming information session. Watch for the time
and location on campus. J.P. Morgan & Co. Incorporated,

you use

and 3) research, where

DISCOUNT

appointed by the Office of Student Conduct to provide legal help to those accused of category B violations.
“I think [the system is] a good thing to
try,” said committee member Jeffrey Von

team orientation that distinguish our firm.
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EDITORIAL
Letters to the Editor

THER: Hoya

WGTB Elections Challenged for Lack of Diversity

Founded January 16, 1920

GU Crimes and Misdemeanors
Students are guaranteed only three
years of on-campus housing; as a result,
many Hoyas live off-campus. It is ridiculous to offer crime statistics for Georgetown without including the surrounding
area in which so many students must live
and work because of limited housing and

The Office of Student Affairs recently
released a report that included on-campus crime statistics for 1989, 1990 and
1991. The report was issued in compliance with the 1990 Student Right to Know
Act, which requires colleges to release
information on campus

crime.

Although the report follows the guidelines established in the act, it does not
adequately represent the extent of crime
in the Georgetown area. The term “campus,” according to the law, includes offcampus buildings and properties used in
association with the university. At Georgetown, that definition includes the East
Campus administrative and academic

employment opportunities on campus.

DPS already patrols as far as 33rd
Street and to T Street. If the university can
adjudicate off-campus parties and patrol
this area as well, then it should also
include in the reports crimes committed
there against students.
While

the law requires

DPS

to report

But if a crime occurs on the sidewalk in

serious crimes, a more regular publication of crime statistics (both on and off
campus) would provide students with
information that could help them to take

front of any of these buildings, itis not an

added precautions when they are off cam-

on-campus crime and is not included in
the DPS statistics.
In addition, the law requires Georgetown to report only some crimes, not all.
For example, the crime report provides
the number of aggravated assaults, not
all assaults. Aggravated assault involves
~ a weapon or significant bodily harm and
constituted a felony. Other assaults such
as Pub brawls are not reported.
All this makes the crime report seem
misleading and inaccurate. Every crime
that happens to a Georgetown student off
campus that is reported to DC Metro
police is also reported to DPS. The information is there to do a more comprehen-

pus. In fact, because we believe this service is so important, THE HOYA will pro-

buildings as well as Nevils, Alumni Square
and

the

investment

properties

houses.

vide space every two weeks to DPS if they
choose to distribute this information.
Students have a role in this as well: they
should report any crimes to DPS, even if
they happen off campus. In this way, DPS
can compile even more comprehensive
statistics.

The bottom line is the question of what
is in the students’ interest. Under the
current situation, DPS appears to be hidingimportant information. For everyone's

safety, the university should release a
more comprehensive crime report that
follows the spirit as well as the letter of the
law.

sive report.

He Was Just a Student
that Clinton's actions did not have important consequences, but they should be
viewed for what they were: the actions of
a college student.
College is a time of learning, reassessing values and developing world views.
Particularly during the late 1960s and
early '70s, college was a place where
students reassessed their feelings toward
the Vietnam War, and some abandoned
their initial support for it. Therefore, there
is nothing suspicious about Bill Clinton's
supposed change of heart about the war
in Vietnam. Changes of mind and heart
happen all the time at college. It is part of

The controversy surrounding Bill
Clinton’s draft record just won't die. President Bush has questioned his opponent’s
character because of his attempts to avoid
the draft, and Clinton has answered question after question rehashing his actions
while at Georgetown and at Oxford on a
Rhodes scholarship.
Exactly what happened to the young
Clinton in his college-age years may never

be known. But as students, particularly
at Georgetown, one thing is clear to us
that seems to be lost in the “did he or
didn’t he” national debate. During the
years in question, Bill Clinton was not a
governor, nor a candidate: he was a stu-

the educational process.

If anything, Clinton displayed thoughtfulness beyond his years in giving more
than just cursory consideration about
the draft and the war — a thoughtfulness
that not every student then and now
possesses.
Regardless of whether one agrees with
Clinton's decisions over 20 years ago,
most anything he could have done in
college pales greatly in significance to his
record in office. The student perspective
is one that has been lost on a nation that
continues to debate this dead issue.

dent at college.
Our actions today do not indicate what
we will be like in 30 years. Most students
at Georgetown and across the country
have done or said something they will
later regret.
College is a time to experiment, make
mistakes and move on. Therefore, to judge
middle-aged people (with spouses and
children) on their behavior during college
is alaughable prospect to anyone our age,
particularly anyone who has ever spent
an evening at the Pub. That is not to say

To the Editor:
On Sept. 14, a great injustice toward
the progression of a diversified Georgetown campus occurred. It involved the
campus radio station, WGTB, and the
“supposed” general election process that
was deemed to occur. Let me preface
this letter by stating that my intent is to
not disparage or attack the credibility or
dedication of the newly elected WGTB
heads, but rather question the process of
the election itself and the exclusion of
minorities from it.
This is my third year at the station, and
I have seen this process happen for the
past two years. This year, the introductory meeting for all interested in becoming part of WGTB occurred on Sept. 7,
Labor Day. It was there that the following things were announced: the resignation of three department heads, the an-

nouncement for platforms for all parties
interested in those positions and the
meeting place for speeches followed by
a vote.
Since the introductory meeting was
not well publicized to start out, few people
knew about it unless they were associates and acquaintances of the present
staff. That, combined with the fact that it
took place on a national holiday, when
many people would be returning from
vacation plans and would not be in attendance, led to a closed election process.
I, falling into that category of returning vacationers, was unable to attend the

meeting. I informed beforehand one of

the music directors that I would not be in
attendance. I also tried to secure an
application, to which I was informed
were not available yet and would be
available during the week, the week of
the 6th. Checking the station frequently
at various hours of the day and night,
nobody from station administration was
there at the station for anybody to receive an application. Various people
had left messages on the door alluding to
this also. This would continue until the
day of the elections.
I typed up a platform to run for the
position of Program Director and posted
it Saturday the 12th in the evening at the
station with the others. Sunday I walked
by the station to see if there was any
information regarding the elections, only
to discover that my platform had been
ripped down and thrown away. I proceeded to put another copy up and continued on.
:
The day of the station elections was
brought about by much confusion also.
As I preceded to first go to the station to
see no sign or indication as to where the
elections were, I then went onto White

Gravenor. I checked all the rooms on the
third and second floors with a similar
outcome. Moving on to ICC, I checked
all the rooms on the second level and
then the first, to stumble finally upon the
room where the elections were being
held.
Just as I had walked in and taken a
seat, the last elected position of Busi-

ness Manager was being wrapped up.
Just like that the elections were over.
After approaching one of the station
hierarchy, and explaining aboutthe cover
up of the meeting and my intent to run
for Program

Director,

I was received

with the response of ‘I’m sorry, I didn’t
know.’ Further inquiry into the matter
resulted in the finding that my name was
not even listed as one of the people
running for Program Director, even
though there were only two platforms
for the position posted at the station,
mine and someone else.
In reflecting on this whole process
and the seeming recurrent theme manifesting itself year after year, as long as I
have been at the station, I felt the need to
portray the circumstances surrounding
the dealings of WGTB and the present
administration. I am calling upon the
minority organizations on campus to
therefore boycott WGTB 690 AM due
to the lackluster efforts to promote diversity.
I'am also calling for the SAC and the
Dean of Student Affairs to involve themselves in this matter for the present and
future dealings. I am mobilizing all fronts
and means within my power to straighten
this situation out, and I welcome a reply
from any member of the station administration to defend their actions as a
collective in this process.

CURTIS SOUTHERLAND
CAS ’93

GU Libertarians:

GPB Repsonds to HOYA Editorial
To the Editor:
We are writing this letter in response
to the editorial entitled “Free Fallin” in
the Sept. 22 issue of THE HOYA. The
content of the editorial misrepresented
much of the Free Fall Fest activities
sponsored by the Georgetown Program
Board (GPB). While GPB needs and
always welcomes insight to new and
creative programming, cynical after-thefact editorials. which include erroneous
statements are certainly notthelpful.
The Georgetown community: should
know that the goal of GPB is to provide
inexpensive, quality entertainment to all
GU students. The Free Fall Fest (FFF)
weekend is simply an introduction to the
events which GPB programs throughout
the year. Included in the weekend events
are a movie shown on Copley lawn, a
coffeehouse, the SAC Fair, a Unity Jam
and a BBQ.

Your editorial severely criticized our
marketing approach for failing to cross
the “minimalist absurdism and readability of the phone book.” Teasers with
familiar, catchy phrases from television
commercials were put up around campus almost 10 days prior to FFF. They
were simply an original tactic to raise
excitementfor
the weekend.
We are sorry
if no one on THE HOYA editorial staff
understood this clever marketing approach.
In addition, 300 posters were placed
all over campus giving specific details of
all the FFF events. SAC advertisements
went up in separate waves and Pretty
Woman on the lawn was advertised on
the GPB Films poster. To top it off, THE
Hoya included FFF events in their community calendar! It would be hard to
imagine any GU student who didn’t see
any advertisements for FFF.
With regard to the events you quoted
as stale; similar to your weekly campus
opinion feature, the quality of our events
depends on student input. If a campus
opinion’s answers aren’t funny, we would
never blame THE HOYA. By the same
turnout, if attendance at GPB

events is

low then THE HOYA should be less criti- cal. However, inreality, FFF events were

well attended. The BBQ on the Lawn
(not mentioned in the editorial) provided

free food, soda and music to over 500
students.
As stated GPB always welcomes original ideas and creative input. However,

your suggestion that “GPB could do well
to schedule more events like the popular
Unity Jam” is nothing short of ambiguous. Indeed our Unity Jam was a tremendous success (in fact, at the close of the

night, students prodded the DJ to continue playing!). But unfortunately your
editorial glossed over the specifics of the
success.
By far, the most outlandish statement
in your editorial was withregardto GPB’s
“questionable” choice of weekends for
FFF.

Your

article stated,

“with many

students either promoting booths or visiting them at the SAC Fair, who has time

to attend Free Fall Fest.” The smallest
amount ofinvestigative journalism would

have led the author to realize that the
SAC Fair was a part of Free Fall Fest!
Jay Harron, SAC Chairman, found that

statement to be “just plain embarrassing
to THE HOYA.” We agree.
In conclusion, GPB makes every attempt to entertain the Georgetown community. THE HOYA would do well to
find some way to support our hard work
and volunteer efforts. Last spring, aHOYA
article criticizing GPB on its lack of
diversity and lack of programming were
completely unfounded. A small apology
was noted, but as is the case with many
HoYA editorials, the damage had already been done. It’s a shame
Georgetown’s newspaper of record can
do little else with its power than criticize.
MELISSA NELSON
BIDTAH BECKER

Free Your Minds
To the Editor:
William Wood correctly criticizes
much of the conservative mindset as
visionless reaction, but his assertion

that history “moves toward toleration
and expansion” is untenable. This century has produced some of the most
violently intolerant regimes imaginable, all based upon “bold and vision-

ary” social philosophies, like fascism
and communism. The only thing that
has expanded noticeably in the last
hundred years has been the violence
of the state against'individuals.
Even “moderate” social philoso'phies like social democracy and welfare statism are at their very roots
violent. The democratic process,
backed up by the threat of fines and
imprisonment, takes roughly twofifths of the income of the average
American. These revenues are then
redistributed or otherwise wasted
through a myriad of useless or detrimental “social” programs, like the
social security and labor laws Mr.
Wood wrote about. Many of these
programs have crowded out private
pension plans, unemployment insurance and charitable activity, while
others have been no more than porkbarrel politics wrapped in egalitarian
rhetoric.
The social philosophy that everyone should be equal under the law is
undeniably progressive, but the social/economic philosophy that everyone may steal from one another
through the coercive power of the
state is undeniably evil. Any philosophy (including modem liberalism)

that

wishes

to

preserve

the

American kleptocracy is as hopelessly reactionary as any conserva-tive philosophy I have ever seen.
THOMAS JENNEY
CO-CHAIR, GU LIBERTARIANS

TONY BRAITHWAITE
DESIREE FRANCIS
BRIAN HAYDEN

SETH KAUFMAN
JEN LIPELES
J. MICHAEL LOPEZ
KATE ONUSKA
GEORGETOWN PROGRAM BOARD
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To the Editor:
As many of you know, campus bands
flourish here at Georgetown. However,
recognition for their talent is hard to
come by, for bands often must promote
themselves with their own funding and
by word-of-mouth. Every musician in a
campus band realizes even before the
first jam session that one does not take
part in the Georgetown band scene to
make anoticeable profit; indeed the truth
of the matter is that you have to truly love

on campus.
In the recognition struggle, some
people have taken the initiative to provide a forum for these bands to be heard:
for example, the Battle of the Bands
(which had its debut last year as a forum
for bands composed of first-year students) and the annual Founder’s Day
celebration are events that showcase GU

making music. (Otherwise you are just

Dylan’s

kidding yourself.)
However, one can and should hope for
support from the student population in
the form of attendance at gigs or buying
the band’s demo tape in order to help the
band cover its operating expenses and to
keep the campus rocking. Coming from
a campus band that just became defunct
at the end of last year due to two of our
members’ graduations from GU, I empathize with all of the struggling musicians

and more recently, the Mountain Lodge
#6, all serve as venues where Georgetown talent is showcased.

talent. Also, the Pub has always kept its
performance stage for Georgetown bands
as atop priority and local outlets such as
Cafe, the Grog

and Tankard,

Another recent venture, Flying Nun
Cassettes (the name pays homage to the
former GPB mascot), was begun. This is
“Georgetown’s ownrecord label,” where
many bands have submitted their four-

local charities and to cover operating
expenses for the bands. Also, I strongly
urge THE HOYA and The Voice to review different campus bands often —
a “Campus Band of the Month” or something to that ettect. Anyway, to close, I
would like to urge the GU population to
support Georgetown rock and roll! Go
out and see the bands for yourselves!
And keep on rocking, Georgetown!

track, live cuts, etc. to be collected to-

CHRISTOPHER MITCHELL

gether under the label to raise money for

CAS ’%4

VIEWPOINT

J
Clinton and the Draft
How much does it define his character?
Adam

Andy Oplas

Vogt

A Moral

... versus A Moral Responsibility

Opposition...

Forget George Bush for a moment.
Thanks to the press, his difficulty in
formulating and implementing economic
policy and his lack of a “vision” have
become common knowledge. At least in
part, this negative portrayal is justified.

In the past nine months we have heard
the term “character” thrown around at an
astounding rate. For several months it
was tacked on the end of any mention of
Governor Bill Clinton’s name. It has
developed into a code word for his alleged extramarital affairs, his handling
of the draft, his marijuana smoking and
his image as a “slick” politician.
With all of these references to
Clinton’s character, I believe that the
issue of his character has become clouded
with misperceptions. To explore the term
and particularly how it applies to Clinton,
we must first define the word.
Among numerous definitions of “character,” I found two in Webster's Dictio-

nary which accurately apply to this discussion. First, character is the “aggregate of features and traits that form the
apparent individual nature of some person or thing.” This definition requires
that you look at the appearance or outlook of the whole person, presumably
based on his or her experiences. This
means that we must look at the Bill
Clinton that appears before us now at
age 46. This definition implies that character is not something Clinton did at age
21, or 32, or even a week ago, but rather
an aggregate of his features and traits,
revealed through his behavior and attitudes.
The second definition states that character is “the qualities of honesty, courage or the like; integrity.” Therefore I
will look at three events, or possible
events, in Clinton’s life which I think
will help us to understand his character.

Now put the shoe on the other foot and
take a look at Bill Clinton. For months,

hind the secure environs of Georgetown
University, he chose to venture into that

part of the city which most people fear.
When the Vietnam War took on a
controversial tone, Bill Clinton was a
Rhodes scholar who had worked on the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee
while at Georgetown. He stated that he
took the job on the Committee for the
experience and the salary, but also for
the “opportunity, however small, of
working every day against a war [he]
opposed and despised with a depth of
feeling [he] had reserved solely for rac-

ism in America before Vietnam.”
Clinton was aware that resisting the
draft would violate the law, while making himself available for it would violate his conscience. He got in touch
with his local draft board and a man
named Colonel Holmes. Clinton and
Holmes worked out a plan that would
allow Clinton to enlist in the University
of Arkansas ROTC program while attending law school.
Shortly

after joining

the ROTC,

In 1968 after the assassination of Mar-

Clinton realized this was neither what

tin Luther King Jr; thecity of Washington was in flames. Businesses were destroyed, people were killed and our country was torn apart. Clinton, at the time,
was a Georgetown University student.
He reacted to these events with the sadness and deep despair that many Americans felt during the recent Los Angeles
Tiots.

he wanted to do nor the solution to. his,

But Clinton did more than wring his
hands and philosophize about politics
and the innercity. He went out and did
something to help the situation. He organized a group of Georgetown students to
pass out blankets and food. Though he
could have debated about the heightened
racial problems of our country from be-

problems. He decided to return to Oxford for the second year of his Rhodes
scholarship with a deferment. At this
time, with his chances of actually being

drafted diminished significantly, he decided to make himself available for the
draft.
Itis clear that Clinton’s opposition to
the Vietnam War was based not on a
lack of courage but on principled disagreements with the government’s
policy in Vietnam.
The only problem I have with Clinton
and the draft are the half-truths he has
recently maderegarding his draft status.

He claimed to be unaware of his uncle's
intervention into his draft status when in

actuality he was aware of this
approximatly four months before. Practices such as these, show that Clinton

does not think the American publicis all
that concerned with the truth.

Unfortunately, the American people
have come to accept half-truths from
politicians and thus, Clinton feels free
to offer evasive answers. If Americans
were truly concerned abouthonesty from
politicians then why have we come tacitly to accept that George Bush knew
more than he has admitted about the
Iran-Contra affair as well as his dealings
with Iraq prior to the Gulf War. Hence,
we must look at Bill Clinton’s statements about his handling of the draft as
electioneering, not as honest responses
to an interrogation.
Sometime in the last 17 years, Clinton
has allegedly cheated on his wife. No
“bimbo eruptions” have been proven,
but for my purposes, I will assume that at
least some of them are true. The question
we must now look at is, what does this

reveal about Bill Clinton’s character?
It may reveal alot of things. It may
show that! Clinton has a capacity to be
dishonest or that he cannot be trusted.
The key is that it may illustrate these
things.
Questions of character are certainly
an important element in deciding who to
vote for in an election. However, I think

that there is a much more important
character question in this election: who
has the strength of character to make the
difficult choices which are necessary to
prepare this country for the uncertain
economic future that lies ahead? This is
the real character issue.

Clinton has been successful in emphasizing economic issues and the need for
change. Even some Clinton supporters
have asked questions about the man himself, his character and his integrity. Suddenly the campaign focus is on character
issues, issues unfavorable to the Clinton
campaign, and cries of “Sleaze!” and
“Mudslinging!” are heard across theland.
Why should we criticize the Republican campaign for exploiting Clinton’s
negative side? Surely we vote for more
than platforms, promises and sound bites
in a presidential election. Though this
may not hold true for all democratic
countries, in America we vote for a man,

not simply a figurehead who spits out
policy papers.
In deciding for whom to vote, the
questions of integrity and character are
not only significant, but crucial — perhaps the deciding factors. Take JFK away
fromthe early 1960s and Roosevelt away
from the Depression and World War II
years — noting but policies and pages of
empty words and legislation remain. It is
the leader who defines the country during his years in office.
So what about Bill Clinton? Look for
a moment beyond his words, plans and
projections, and ask yourself what kind
of president he would make and what
kind of leadership we could expect. We
must make a judgment call based on the
evidence we have — the man’s record,

not just his “vision.” This evidence, to
say the least, leaves us with some disturbing and lingering questions and worries. This is why the draft issue is important.

During the most controversial war in
American history, many
men, filled
with doubts about the legitimacy of the
Vietnam policy, took measures to avoid
the draft. Those who weren’t students or
from wealthy, influential families served

eitherin Vietnam orin jail. Most took the
better option and complied with the law.
Clinton did neither. In 1968, while in
his senior year at Georgetown, he worked

Adam Vogtis aseniorinthe College of
Arts and Sciences.

for William Fulbright, a Democratic
Senator whe chaired the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee.
When

Clinton graduated, he moved

on to study in England as a prestigious
Rhodes scholar. While there, he received
two draft notices ordering him to report
to duty in July of 1969. Clinton literally
panicked. According to his Oxford colleagues, he researched for weeks to find
the best strategy to avoid service in Vietnam.
He decided to go home to Arkansas to
meet with an ROTC official at the University of Arkansas Law School and to
discuss enrollment in the university’s
unit. Not once during the two- hour interview did Clinton bother to discuss his
involvement in the anti-war movement
or his contempt for the military. After all.
the ROTC board frowns upon such applicants.
The ROTC official, adecorated World
War II veteran, insists that he was in-

tensely pressured to accept Clinton by
Fulbright, Clinton’s uncle and others to

accept Clinton into the program. Not
surprisingly, Clinton was accepted, and
his responsibility to report for active
duty was lifted.
Had Clinton stopped here and actually participated in the ROTC program,
I might be inclined to accept him as
someone who, like Vice President Dan
Quayle, avoided actual combat in Viet-

nam, but at least served respectably with
the Arkansas ROTC program. But
Clinton never even enrolled at the University of Arkansas or spent a minute as
an ROTC student. It seems he never
planned to attend. He had one temporary
objective, to avoid the draft and continue

his developing political potential at Yale.
By deferring enrollment to the ROTC
program, Clinton clearly broke the rules.
His new classification with the Arkansas draft board bought him time.
Public sentiment turned against
America’s presence in Vietnam. President Nixon began withdrawal, and a
lottery system replaced the old system
that determined how draftees would be

selected. Craftily, Clinton decided to
reinstate his draft status in order to maintain a positive political image.
He explicitly reminded the ROTC of
this in a letter, “From my work at Georgetown, I [have come] to believe that the

draft system itself is illegitimate. . . I
decided to accept the draft in spite of my
beliefs for one reason: to maintain my
political viability.”

In December of 1969, Clinton drew &
high number in the Craft lottery. By doing so, he avoided Vietnam, the ROTC

at the University of Arkansas and responsibility in general.
Simultaneously, young Americans a
world away were dying in a terrible war.
Some of those men believed in the war,

some did not, but they supported their
compatriots and country despite the fact.
The people Clinton associated with at
this time portrayed these same soldiers
as murderers and worked every day to
complicate a war that was complicated
enough.
This is a part of Clinton’s questionable record. Sometimes he says he did
not try to avoid the draft; sometimes he
makes certain admissions. Some continue to argue that the draft question
should not be an election issue. After all,

the Vietnam War was a controversial
one; it divided everyone. But the ques-

tion at hand isn’t about Vietnam.

It is about Clinton, his integrity and

whether he can be trusted. The fact remains that Clinton chose to fight to protect his “political viability” in a highly
suspicious manner rather than fight with
his fellow brothers who were losing lives
and limbs in Vietnam.
If the voters can accept this fact, they
should entrust such aman with the highest office in America and the responsibilities of Commander

in Chief of the

U.S. Military in times of crisis. I however, cannot, despite Bush’s weaknesses.

When Bush was 18 years old, he
apparently put aside any concern about
his future “political viability” and served
during World War II.
:
The two presidential candidates, Bush
and Clinton, made remarkably difficult
choices at a young age. Bush chose to
fight for

an.America

he believed

in;

Clinton chose to fight for his own selfinterest.
Americans vote for a man, not only a
vision. They choose him for a variety of
reasons. At best, Bill Clinton’s record
leaves open a host of questions involving his integrity and whether we can trust
him. At worst, he is a liar and a despicable political opportunist. Is this the
type of man Americais willing to entrust
with this country’s highest position of
power? I certainly hope not, and the
Bush people are crossing their fingers,
biting their nails and hoping that integrity and trust make the difference.
Andy Oplas is a junior in the School of
Foreign Service.

Jennifer Almeida

Lighten Up Georgetown!
Okay, I'll be honest — in May, after

the exhausting rush of finals, I
leave Georgetown fast enough.
summer I missed my friends,
was a small price to pay for a
room,

a car, home-cooked

couldn’t
Over the
but that
rent-free

meals

and

homework-less nights. *
Now that I’m back again, I can’t believe I ever wanted to leave. September
is definitely the best time to appreciate
college. The weather’s nice, there’s not
much work and everyone’s glad to see
each other again.
As I walk around campus, I get that
funny “there’s no place like home” feeling, just from seeing familiar sights like
Rec Square, the Pub, the Carroll statue,

ICC, Copley Lawn — heck, even
Lauinger cenlookkind of charming when
the moon hits it just right.

But. . . something’s missing. This is
my third year at Georgetown, and while
I can’t imagine going to school anywhere else, I also can’t help feeling
something’s gone awry in Hoyaland.
It wasn’t until I was walking home
from Yates one afternoon that I realized
my angst. A sports team was practicing
up on Kehoe Field, blasting Marky
Mark’s “Good Vibrations”
on the speaker
system. The music boomed across the
baseball field and echoed off the wall of
ICC.
As I walked toward Harbin singing
“C’mon, feel the vibrations,” I suddenly
stopped and laughed. Marky Mark, paragon of taste and fashion that he is, seemed

very out of place at prestigious Georgetown.
That’s the problem here, I realized.

Campus Opinion:
hati

Go Have Some Fun!

We need more Marky Mark. This campus is just too serious. People are so
afraid to do anything interesting that
we’ve all become as boring as Paul
Tsongas.
We get so caught up in the stress of

Are we above

anactivist, go to Fast Break and demand

having fun? And by funI don’t mean keg

apply to Georgetown?

some Coca-Cola to end Pepsi’s corpo-

parties; that’s the ordinary, boring way
to have fun.
Be different. Follow the advice of all
those sneaker commercials and take concollege that we forget it should be fun, .trol of your life. Leave the library early
too. That’s why we need Marky Mark— for once and, well, just do it!
and soap operas and Beverly Hills, 90210
Take some classes that won’t get you
and bungee jumping and Wayne's World into law school. Take any class without
and anything that doesn’t reek of text- the word “international,” “management,”
“policy,” or “history” in the title. Take
books and equations.
This isnotto say that college shouldn’t Music of the Romantic Period, Medibe a dignified learning experience. But eval Celtic Literature and jazz dance.
these four years are also much more —
Stop worrying about this whole “P.C.”
this is our last chance to live the life of thing. P.C. isn’t fun! Buy some vegcarefree adolescence. After this, it’s the etables that may not be organically
Real World, baby.
grown. Drink some tap water. Hey,
C’mon, do we really think the saying there’s a fountain right in Dahlgren quad
about “all work and no play” doesn’t — just bring a cup. If you insist on being

If you were in charge of the Corp,

rate repression on campus.

Let’s make it a kinder, gentler campus. Pick some flowers on Healy lawn
and bring them to your economics professor. Plant some flowers in the graveyard. Leave Rose a tip. Tell Pat her bag
checks always make your day. Write
letters of thanks to Hoya Station — tell
them you didn’t really want those cookies, anyway.
Of course, every college social life

involves drinking, but you can only play
so many games of speed quarters. Why
not take up wine tasting? Demand a wine
list at the Pub. They have to diversify this
year, you know.
Learn how to cook with liqueur. Learn
how to cok without 2 microwave. Learn

Latex.

Escort service for those that are lonely
on campus.
Jerry Vincent
SFS °93

Andrew Scutro

CAS ’93

Th

Dry cleaning.
Bernie Gallagher
SFS ’93

Genevievette Walker
CAS ’94

Jennifer Almeida (CAS '94) is a news
editor at THE HOYA.

and Kevin Haggard

To

Strip joint.

in through the out-doors of Vittles and
Saxas.
There are so many opportunities for
fun and excitement out there, if you just
look around. Many of us came to Georgetown because we wanted to be in
Washington, D.C., but how many of us take advantage of it?
Midterms begin in a few weeks, so
don’t lock yourself up in the library any
sooner than you have to. Before you
know it, it'll be Christmas! I'm even
willing to bet that by the time you're a
Georgetown alumnus, you’ll wish you
had seen a little less of Lauinger and a
little more of the world.

Compiled by Francine Friedman

what new service would you provide?

Fashion supplement for THE HOYA
Fashion Supplement.
Erin Kelly, SFS ’93
Debbie Komins, SFS ’93

how to make bagels from scratch. Walk

Brothel service.
Tom McHale
SBA ’94

DAY AT
IVAL
FEST
~ NATIONAL CAT
HEDRAL
BRriHpAY CHEBRATIONTO

FEATURE SPECIAL Tours, Music
By Ruth E. Igoe
HOYA

Staff Writer

edieval dancers,
blacksmithing demon:
strations and a variety of
musical groups —
ranging from the Metropolitan Baptist
Choir to Georgetown’s own
Gracenotes — compose only a part of

the festivities atop Mt. St. Alban
during the Washington National
Cathedral’s annual open house
Saturday from noon to 6:30 p.m.
Attracting people of all religious
backgrounds, ethnicities and ages is
‘one of the main goals the open house

planners considered when organizing
entertainment.
“We try to entice people with the
broad range of activities and perform-

pamphlet.
“The open house gives a chance for
people who just go by on the bus
everyday on their way to work, or
others who just walk by, an opportunity to finally come into the cathedral
and see what it’s all about,” said the
cathedral’s public information
manager Jennifer Faircloth. “We really
try to go out there and increase local
interest.”
Although the cathedral is a popular
tourist site, many cathedral volunteers
voiced the same concern about the
lack of a regular local community.
“It’s really very sad that a lot of
people don’t even realize that there is a
National Cathedral in Washington,”
said one tour guide clad in a purple
uniform. “I’ve volunteered here for 15

|

Cathedral.”
With its soaring arches, brilliant
stained glass windows and intricate
stonemasonry, the cathedral is
designed in the medieval English
Gothic style. Holding to this architectural tradition, the cathedral is built
completely stone-on-stone, with no
structural steel. Monumental flying
buttresses stem outward and down
from the cathedral, alone supporting its
150,000 tons of Indiana limestone.
The impressive structures are
softened by thousands of intricately
designed carvings of themes ranging
from Native American kachinas to
leaves, totems, cats and dogs. Ordinary
citizens were the carvers’ models, and
no two are alike.

Measuring 514 feet (or approxi-

ers that we will be featuring,”

day. One set — the 10-bell peal —
includes some bells large enough for
people to fit inside and requires 10
people to play, each ringing a separate
bell. The other bell set is the 53-bell
carillon, an instrument that is played
using a keyboard similar to an organ.
Visitors also will be able to climb
the cathedral’s west towers, which
allow spectacular close-up views of
brilliant stained glass windows. At the
top, the climber is rewarded with a

panoramic view of Washington from
the cathedral’s observation gallery.
The open house began in the 1960s
as a celebration of the day the foundation stone was laid — Sept. 29, 1907
— and now also commemorates the
day the final stone was set, Sept. 29,
1990.
Building a sense of permanent
community is one of the roles that the

open house serves, since about 90
~ percent of the 1,000 people who attend
_ the 11 a.m. Sunday service are out-oftowners, according to a cathedral

mately two football fields) in length,
the National Cathedral is the sixth
largest cathedral in the world. In the
“U.S., it is the second largest cathedral
after St. John’s in New York.
The cathedral, while under construction, was the site of several memorable

anh fh,

years, and it really shocks me that
people can’t seem to find the time to
appreciate the beauty of this place
when it is right in their own city.”
Although originally proposed in
1791 by Washington city planner
Pierre L’Enfant as a “great church for
national purposes,” official planning
for the cathedral construction began
over 100 years later. President
Theodore Roosevelt attended the
foundation stone laying in 1907,
praying that “God speed the work
begun this day.” Eighty-three years
later, President George Bush was
present and spoke at the laying of the
final stone.
Although administered by the
Protestant Episcopal Cathedral
Foundation, the National Cathedral is
open to worship by members of all
faiths and denominations and is the
site for numerous interfaith and
ecumenical services.
Derived from the latin “Cathedra”
meaning “seat,” cathedrals are so
named because they house the throne
of the bishop. The Washington
National Cathedral is the only
cathedral in the world to serve as the
seat of two bishops: the bishop of the
Episcopal Diocese of Washington and
the presiding bishop of the Episcopal
Church of the United States. Officially
named the Cathedral Church of St.
Peter and St. Paul, it is better known
by the popular name “The National

events: President Dwight
Eisenhower’s funeral; Bishop
Desmond Tutu has given several
sermons; and Martin Luther King Jr.’s
last Sunday service was delivered in
the cathedral. Housed within the
cathedral are the tombs of such noted
Americans as Woodrow Wilson and
Helen Keller, whose memorial is in
braille.

“Despite the ubiquitous tourists, the
cathedral immediately impresses
people as being
more than just an-

other stop on the
tour bus.”
Other points of interest within the

THE WEEKENDER
THE INSIDER'S GUIDE TO THIS WEEKEND'S HOTTEST HAPPENINGS
This Weekend’s

BEST BETS

(aS

Excelsis Tower, whose view, accord-

n ing to one cathedral brochure, is
surpassed only by that of the angels.
The tower itself is 676 feet above sea
level, making its top the highest point
in D.C.
Along the dizzyingly steep climb,
visitors can see the cathedral’s two
sets of bells in action throughout the

the world.”

El th a

increases greatly.”
Also extremely popular during the
open house is the long-awaited one
day of the year when the public is
‘allowed to climb the central Gloria in

Kevin Haggard/The HOYA

Washington’s own National Cathedral will host its annual open house Sunday from 1 to 6 p.m.
cathedral are the miniature “children’s
chapel,” an outer space-inspired
stained glass window containing a
piece of moon rock and a memorial
statue of Martin Luther King Jr.

Despite the ubiquitous tourists, the
cathedral immediately impresses
people as more than just another stop
on the tour bus.
“People come in here from all over
the country,” said one volunteer, “and

they tour around, particularly the
younger kids and think ‘oh yeah, hey
I'll go in there’ like this is just another
big stone building, another museum.
But then they get inside, and they just
know by the beauty, splendor and
spirit of this place that this is something special — and it really is. It has a
powerful effect on people. The
cathedral is a place where everyone
can worship.”

cardholders, $3 for yuppie scum.

volunteers from the student au-

debut album from Luna? would imply a

dience. Tickets are $5 for GPB

pretentiousness that is noticeably absent
from the LP. “Stripped down” would do
this sincere, three-piece band considerably more justice than any other piece of
criticism.

are $15. For more info, call 783-

tory (Constitution Ave. & 14th St.,
NW) offers free performances by
New Mexican orquestras tipica,
featuring the Orquestra Tipica de
Las Vegas. The group performs today at noon and tomorrow at noon
and 2:30 p.m. at the museum.

By Ty Sterkel
HOYA Staff Writer

To use words like “minimalist” or
“understated” to describe Lunapark, the

7212.
The Hirshhorn Museum

In conjunction with its exhibition
of cultures in New Mexico, the Na-

tional Museum of American His-

(Inde-

pendence Ave. and 7th St, SW)
kicks off its free film series tonight
at 8 p.m. with Through the Veil of
Exile, a portrait of three Palestinian

women whose life choices lead then
in and out of refugee camps and who
are victimized by politics and poverty.
Area artists Connie Slack and
Brenda Belfield exhibit some of
their large abstract paintings at the
Touchstone Gallery (2009 R St.,
NW). The exhibition runs through
Oct. 11, and the gallery is open from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesdays through
Saturdays, and noon to 5 p.m. on
Sundays.

1:30
2:30
3:30
4:30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

-

2:20
3:20
4:20
5:20

p.m.,
p.m.,
p.m. &
p.m. Exploring the Crypt — St. Joseph’s Chapel

1:30 p.m. - 1:55 p.m. &
2:30 p.m. - 2:55 p.m. Organ Demonstration
2 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.,
3:30 p.m. -4 pm. &
5 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Gracenotes Concerts — West front
All events are free, although donations of money to the cathedral fund and non-

perishable foods to the cathedral outreach program are gladly accepted.

ducer Fred Maher

Lunapark

dead.

1 p.m. - 5:15 p.m. Self-guided Tour of Southwest Tower

its blunt, sugarless songwriting style,
The straightforward influence of pro-

Luna?

cardholders, $7 for the living
Perennial Washington pranksters
Gross National Product will stage
unofficial 1992 presidential debates
each Saturday through the elections
as part of their satirical revue,
BushCapades. Performances are
Saturday nights at 7:30 p.m. at the
Bayou (3135 K St.;, NW). Tickets

Noon - 5 p.m. Central Tower Climb (Tickets distributed at south steps at 11:30
a.m. and 2:30 p.m.)

Release Debut Albums

This week’s GPB movie, Beauty
and the Beast, runs at 7:30 and 10

p.m. in Reiss 103. Tickets are $1 for

Among the many events in tomorrow’s open house are:

Lunda’, GU Gracenotes

TOM DELUCA makes hisannual return to campus tomorrow
night at 8 p.m. in Gaston Hall.
The hypnotist/comedian is a |
regular feature of GPB’s fall
entertainment lineup and is
known as much for his hilarious
slide shows as for his main act
— mass hypnosis of 20 or so

Pianist and composer Paul
Sullivan performs tonight in Gaston
Hall at 8:30 p.m. in a concert sponsored by the dean of the College.
Tickets are $7 for the public, but
admission is free for Georgetown
students, faculty and staff with ID.

py I Ta

entire families that we have come here

“Measuring 514 feet (or approximately
two football fields) in length, the National
Cathedral is the sixth largest cathedral in

PLE

Faircloth said. “There will be stonecarving and blacksmithing demonstrations, strolling musicians, behind-thescenes tours, a goat farm and Renaissance dancers — something for
everyone. Each year the number of

Luna’ consists of ex-Galaxie 500
writer/singer/guitarist Dean Wareham,
drummer Stanley Demeski of the nowdefunct Feelies and Justin Harwood,
former bassist of the Chills. While this is
an impressive résumé, calling Luna? a
supergroup may be stretching things a
tit. Still, the talents of these three capable musicians combine to make
Lunapark an impressive collection of
fun songs.

The group’s frequent comparisons to
the Velvet Underground’s late work and
the Violent Femmes come as a result of

(chosen because of

his work on Lou Reed’s New York and
Matthew

Sweet’s

Girlfriend)

is pleas-

antly unobtrusive, allowing the songs to
speak for themselves.
Harwood has described Lunapark as
“simple, melodic and punchy,” and it’s
easy to understand why. “And in my
dreams/I

slash

your

tires,/And

in my

dreams/I set these fires” sings Wareham
happily in the ironic and poppy “Slash
Your Tires.” The other songs on the
album,

most notably

“Time

To

Quit”

and “Smile” are slightly harder and truer
to the conventional guitar/bass/drums
tradition.

Gracenotes
Take Note
By Doug Astrop

HOYA Staff Writer
The Gracenotes — Georgetown’s
16-member, female a capella group
— has released a recording of some
of itsrecent covers. The album, Take
Note,

runs

the

gamut

of

musical

styles and delivery.
¢
The Gracenotes can be described as a
cross between the Indigo Girls, Wilson
Phillips and a choir of angels. They use
their collective voices to replace instru-

If Luna? has a downfall, it’s the relatively unimaginative instrumentation.
While the elegance and grace the band
produces from this common rock formula is most impressive, one can’t help
but wonder what would happen if Luna?
discovered a rhythm guitar or a mandolin.
All in all Lunapark is an artful reminder that great music can still come in
small packages.

cover they perform a new sound and
dimension. The musical selections range
from the Georgetown Alma Mater and
“The Star Spangled Banner” to a wonderful rendition of Bonnie Raitt’s “ICan’t
Make You Love Me.”
The album is quite mellow and could
use more contemporary covers, but after
one listen it is clear that the Gracenotes
are one talented bunch of vocalists.

Luna? will play the 9:30 Club (930 F
Street, NW) Oct. 20.

Take Note is on sale in the Leavey
Center.

ments and create harmonies, giving each

“ AS

Anti-Semitism
Rears Ugly Head

Kitchens of Distinction
Shoe gazer Band Transcey ds its Unusual Name

In ‘School Ties’
He doesn’t and is immediately accepted by the most popular guys in the
senior class. Greene becomes a great
success both at football and cracking up
his new friends; he seems to be the most

By Eric Chase Anderson
HOYA Staff Writer

Hollywood in recent years has tirelessly portrayed the Northeastern boarding school experience. In Dead Poets . solid, compassionate one among them.
Society, aNew England boarding school The relationship between David and the
of the ’50s is heavily romanticized. With
others is fun to watch, if a bit too glossy,
as they engage in typical boarding school
Toy Soldiers, a similar school is the
setting for an action movie (some activities, including a couple of seemingly impossible pranks.
producer’s hare-brained idea — Dead
Poets Society meets Iron Eagle).

School Ties stars Brendan Fraser (the

Fraser has a firm grasp of the character he portrays.
The way he plays Greene,
it’s believable that he has gotten into this
outstanding school. He is solid, quiet
and articulate.
But though the movie’s politics are
right, the character of David is perhaps
politically overcorrected. He is notequal
to the others — he is a much better
person — and he happens to be Jewish.

neanderthal of Encino Man) as David
Greene, aworking-class young man from

To women (“You're so. . . different,”
says his girlfriend), the establishment

Scranton,

and his peers, David comes across as
better and more interesting.
This seems to be because his upbringing has been more nurturing, but it is
absurd for Greene to go from a hero in
everyone’s eyes to an outcast when his
religion becomes known. His antagonists aren’t just anti-Semites, they’re
unrealistic anti-Semites — they have
forgotten what a great guy they thought
he was.
But not all of David’s friends are big-

But with School Ties, a balance is
achieved with a little more realism. The
young men of this movie (also set in the
’50s) are fully aware they are attending
an elitist academy for rich kids, and their
problems are handled in an accordingly
honest light.

PA,

who

has,

apparently

through his talent as a quarterback, been
recruited and accepted by the prestigious St. Matthew’s Academy in Massachusetts.
Greene is different from the other
young men— both in his hometown and
at St. Matthew’s
— and is encouraged by
several characters not to “tell people
more than he has to,”
— specifically that
-

he’s Jewish.

The prep school cast of School Ties.
ots, and when he and his former best
friend accuse each other of cheating, the
good apples rise to the top of the barrel.
Cole Hauser is particularly convincing
as Connors, the classmate initially accused of cheating. He also has antisemitic feelings but realizes that he has
never actually known any Jews and ultimately rallies around David. Andrew
Lowery is also good as McGivern, who
loses his control under the twin pressures of an abusive French teacher and
his need to get into Yale.
Directed by Robert Mandel and written by Dick Wolf and Darryl Ponicsan
from a story by Wolf, the movie frees
itself from most of the sloppily romantic
bonding present in its genre. It has a
refreshingly honest slant on most issues,
particularly the idea of bigotry. When
Greene asks his roommate, “Why didn’t
you tell me you were a Methodist?” he
replies, “It’s not the same thing,” but
realizes later that it is.

Any band audacious enough to name
itself Kitchens of Distinction obviously
has some problems. Either the members
believe a band’s name doesn’t affect its
image, or they spent too much time as
children listening to the Strawberry
Alarm Clock.
Kitchens guitarist Julian Swales refused to comment on “Incense and Peppermints,” (Strawberry Alarm Clock’s
sole claim to fame) but he did admit to
some regrets about the band’s name.
“At the time we chose it, we thought it
was just great; we just thought it was
catchy and fun,” he said in a recent
phone interview. “But people can’t think
of itseriously. It’s very misunderstood,”
he sighed.
Despite Swales’ concern, however,
the British group — Swales, vocalist
Patrick Fitzgerald and drummer Dan
Goodwin — has managed to find a loyal
following

in

the

U.S.,

won

mainly

through word of mouth. Its recently released third album, The Death of Cool,

has been selling briskly among the college rock crowd.
Swales believes the Kitchens’ music
probably appeals most to “all those
people who used to listen to Pink Floyd
in 1974,” but their dreamy mix of
shoegazer haze and jangle pop hooks
has found its natural niche in the college
charts. The songs are filled with a gorgeously aching sound just waiting to be
discovered by alienated adolescents.

‘Husbands and Wives’ Imitates Life
the same time as another couple, played
by Sydney Pollack and Judy Davis. As
they examine their lives and their rela-

By Andrew Sell
HOYA Staff Writer

Woody Allen is usually content to let
his movies do his talking. And although
he was forced to make arare appearance
at a news conference this summer to
answer allegations of child abuse and
family problems stemming from his in-

volvement with adopted daughter SoonYi Previn, his new movie Husbands and
Wives perhaps speaks better for him.
In this film, his 13th with now-estranged companion Mia Farrow, he uses
emotional angst as a vehicle for comedy
and often presents situations that seem
to mimic those of his recent personal
life.
Allen and Farrow play a married
couple who experience mid-life crises at

tionships, affairs and separations often

cross their minds, and in some cases
actually occur.
The film gets off to arough start in the
opening scene with the use of a handheld camera that whips around the room
trying desperately to catch the actors as
they speak. Maybe Allen is trying to
convey feelings of uncertainty or anger,
but most likely it will induce only feelings of nausea.
Once past this hurdle, the film begins
an absorbing, and frequently hysterical,
development of the four main characters
over a period of several months. Pollack
and Davis play the more dynamic of the
couples, who nonchalantly separate in

the tirst scene. Pollack explores his new
single status with his aerobics instructor,
while Davis has a fitful relationship with
a co-worker.
Their splitcauses the Farrow and Allen
characters to examine their own marriage. Allen, playing a college professor,
thinks of getting close with a flirtatious
20-year-old student (Cape Fear’sJuliette
Lewis) who writes a short story titled
“Oral Sex inthe Age of Deconstruction.”
Farrow, suspicious of this situation,
questions her love for her husband, and
resultingly comes off as the least likeable character. She appears manipulative and equivocal in her explorations of
Allen’s emotions and her own desires.
The movie is interesting on its own,

but becomes even more intriguing in
light of the Farrow/Allen split. On film

and in life, a relationship with a younger
woman threatens their marriage. Even
smaller details, such as taking the younger

hey trainmale apprentices! They
beat their bosses! They demand
higher wages and executive promotions! Feminist revolutionaries in the
"30s? In England? Well, not quite. There
are traces of feminism in The Bright and
Bold Design that are tied to individualism and the free-thinking movement, as

depicted by playwright Peter Whelan.
Set in Stoke-on-Trent in Northern
England during turbulent political and
economic times, the play explodes by
illustrating the strength of its women
protagonists and the independence they
adopt inside and outside the potteries
where they work.
Although they are burdened by the
economic hardships of industrial England, they nevercomplain. Violet(Carla
Harting) for example, is so accustomed
to living without “electric” that she for-

gets to turn it on when she enters the
Hedman), who is married to Jim, is very
workshop. Joyce (Emily K. Townley),
dependent on her husband but chooses
another young paintress, spends most of / to wear trousers because “there is nothher time caring for her crippled brother, / ing to be afraid of in trousers.” Ulik

while Mabel (Isabel Keating), asaleswo-/

(Kryztov Lindquist), on the other hand,

man for the company, struggles for advancement in the male-dominated world
of management.
:

expresses his individuality by drowning
his sorrows in drugs and alcohol which
eventually lead to his death.
The characters are portrayed exceptionally well. Ulik’s sluggish speech and
ragged costume make him credible
enough that the audience expects him to
leave the stage so they can breathe more
easily. Violet and Raymond’s naivete
are illustrated by their questioning and
aloof mannerisms.

It is Jesse (Sarah Marshall) who ex-

emplifies the courageous personality of
these working women. She is a talented
artist who is promoted from paintress to
designer when her innovative style is
recognized by her new supervisor. Her
individuality is threatened, though, when
her partner, Jim Rhys (John Leonard
Thompson),

insists

that

she

sacrifice

some of her ideas to make their work
more collective.
But individualism does not necessarily translate into independence for Jesse
and Mabel, who have left the troubled
households in which they grew up and
now live together. Grace (Helen

Marshall’s performance as Jesse carries the production. Jesse is the only one
whose British accent is consistent. We
are told that the story takes place in
England between the world wars, but it
is hard to envision this setting because
the cast’s accents are so inconsistent.

of Allen’s life.
Throughout the film, Allen talks candidly to an off-screen interviewer about
these situations. Of course, it is part of
the movie and therefore probably fiction, but one cannot help but wonder if
Allen is unintentionally describing his
feelings about his off-screen life.
Husbands and Wives is not so much
centered around a plot as it is around the
characters. Itis done so successfully and
touches so many common themes that,
to many viewers, it may seem much like
theirownlives. Perhaps for Woody Allen
it does too.

The setting is arranged rather simply,
but with strong characters like Jesse,
props are secondary. The workshop is
arranged with painted pottery standing
as the brightest props atop the small
tables on stage. The pottery shines while
the dark and bleak factory-like setting
remains in shadows.
Setduring an unstable period, the play
could easily haveresulted in a bleak look
at society, but because it sheds light on
the strength of women who are unafraid
of challenge, it provides a refreshing
look at survival. How could these women
go wrong when they question authority
and are not scared to enter their maledominated society to live more comfortably? After all, there is nothing to be
afraid of if they also wear trousers.

HOYA

Hawking’s

For filmmaker Errol Morris, unlock-

ing the mysteries behind cosmologist
Stephen Hawking proves as difficult as
Hawking’s questto unlock the mysteries
behind the universe.
Morris’ A Brief History of Time,
adapted from Hawking’s novel of the

pe

’

same

name,

is a documentary

condition

leaves

about

Hawking, who attained celebrity status
inthelate 1980s for his insights into such
topics as black holes and the Big Bang
theory. Hawking gained the spotlight as
much for his accomplishments as for the
conditions under which he made them;
Hawking suffers from ALS, a degenerative condition commonly known as “Lou
Gehrig’s Disease.”
In the documentary, Morris explores
some of Hawking’s theories but focuses
more on the scientist’s personal side,
tracing Hawking ’s life from his carefree
youth (when he finished near the bottom
of his high school class) to the present,
where Hawking fights against time to
develop a grand unified cosmic theory
before ALS kills him.

municate only by spelling outhis thoughts
on a specially designed computer.
Hawking’s “voice” is computer-generated from what he types into his computer.
Hawking’s unusual condition puts
Morris at a disadvantage, making it difficult to establish intimacy with his subject. Instead of allowing it to plague the
film, however, Morris turns his distance

was men-

tioned in the film, for his personal nurse.
And while this fact does not change the
scope of Hawking’s work, itis conspicuously absent from a film that tries to be
his complete biography. Rather than
making a point with his film (as he did in
The ThinBlue Line, whichresulted in the

overturning of a conviction against a
death row

prisoner

in Texas),

Morris

them,

really,” he said. “The

whole concept of ‘cool,’ it’s a matter of
not baring your soul, of keeping thing
inside.”
'
Butfor
the Kitchens, baring their souls
on albums also has a down

side. “it’s

weird when people tell you how much
they’ve been affected by the music. You
feel pleased and honored. . . but you also
feel alittle embarrassed,” he said. “After

visions of the future, Cool doesn’t stray

all, the feelings we’re trying to get over

very far from the Kitchens’ critically
acclaimed 1991 major label debut,
Strange Free World. Both records sub-

are from the heart.”
of
Of course, every job is beund to have

merge listeners in waves of sound, remi-

niscent of U2’s Unforgettable Fire.
But Fitzgerald defies any comparison
to Bono by taking his lyrics straight from
Morrissey ’s insecurity handbook. “Time
to hate myself again” he sings on the
second track from Cool and finally concludes in “Blue Pedal” that “beyond our
hopeless humanness lies the other side
of the bleeding rainbow.”

itsdrawbacks. For Swales, who has never
thought seriously about 2r.y career besides music, the Kitchens’ success is not

really a terrible ordeal.
“I necd to communicate on a certain
level,” he said. “If I couldn’t handle it,
I’d be in another job.”
y

Kitchens of Distinction plays Sunday at the 9:30 Club (930 F Street,
NW).
i

TIM DELAUNE

The Real Problem

With GPB
The problem with the Georgetown
Program Board (GPB)is notits signs.
Only a campus recluse could have
missed the signs for Free Fall Fest
last weekend with two-inch-highletters proclaiming Unity Jam and the
Sunday Barbecue. The problemisn’t
the coffeehouses — this year’s first
actually was pretty good.
The problem with Georgetown’s
Program Board is that, compared to
other universities, itdoesn’tdomuch
inthe way of programming.
Hot dogs
on Copley Lawn just aren’t that exciting, and Marriott food is usually
better.
At schools this size, program
boards don’t organize free coffeehouses with student performers; they
setup free concerts with well-known
bands. On other college campuses,
The Connells are not a once-in-alifetime concert sponsored by the
university’s richest club but a common occurrence under the aegis of
the program board.
Even if we do get a band for this
year’s Springfest, chances are it
won’t be free. And given the past
three years’ record, chances are it
won’t even have been popular in the
last 20 years.
Not to say that GPB is idle: it
shows cheap movies, after all, and it
has been known to put on a fun
function once in a while, including

Casino Night, hypnotist
Tom Deluca
and Funniest Person on Campus. But
ultimately it doesn’t bring the noise
— Georgetown lacks full-day festi-

TH

vals and free concerts, and that sets it
apart from other schools.
Georgetown ’slack of funding also
sets it apart from other schools, and
this relates to its lack of program- |
ming. The percentage of George-

town’s budget spent on the GPB is
woefully small in comparison with
other universities of its size. Combined with the factthat Georgetown’s
budget is small in comparison with
other universities, this makes largescale programming close to impossible.
But that’s not GPB’s fault. That’s
the nature of life at Georgetown. It’s
the reason offered for the lack of
funding for all student clubs, for oversized classes and for our annual low
ranking in U.S. News and World
Report.

|

So we shouldn’t expect free R.E.M. concerts on Healy Lawn next
week, or carnival rides on Leavey
Esplanade. What we should expect,
and what GPB should provide, is its

best —

better advertising,

more

events (even at higher prices) and

perhaps fewer picnics.
Maybe it can’t provide free concerts, but it could run or co-sponsor

a concert series in Gaston, bringing
well-known bands to campus, even
at the average area ticket price of
$15. Meanwhile, we, as students,
“should attend GPB events we like
and let the program board know what
we’d like to see.
I’d like to see the Samples in
Gaston before I graduate.

E IRON MAN

“SCORCHING
JAPANESE METALMANIA!
Exhilaratingly profane and delirious.”
—New York Press

“A VISION OF
CYBORG MANIA!"

sense of mystery around Hawking as we
watch the scientist click commands into
his computer.
Morris does make a tactical error by
failing to address Hawking’s recent personal life in the film. Hawking last year
wife, who

apoint where something’sreally clicked.
. . we’ve reached a point where we're
just going to go for it and do whatever we
want with the music. We may end up
doing our own Sgt. Pepper soon,” he
added.
;
While the band may have grandiose

between

—New York Newsday

from Hawking into an asset, creating a

left his longtime

in Amsterdam,” Swales said.
:
Five years later, the band has “reached

Sk
k ok

him

wheelchair-bound and mute, able to com-

Staff Writer

This existentialist angst comes as 1:0
surprise, considering the band formed
while the members were on post-collegiate, soul-searching European journeys.
“I had met Dan at university and we
were traveling around, playing instruments in the street, that sort of thing,
when we met up with Patrick at this club

The Bright and Bold Design plays at
the Studio Theatre (14th and P Sts.,
NW) through Oct. 18. For tickets and
info, call 332-3300.

Mystery Shrouds Stephen Hawking in ‘History of Time’
By Brian Wheeler

Kitchens of Distinction.

woman to a Knicks game, mirror those

‘Bright and Bold’ Production at Studio Theatre
By Estela B. Mendoza
HOYA Staff Writer

Fitzgerald, like any good post-modern British musician, also is capable of
writing elegant love songs like “Can’t
Trustthe
Waves.” Ashesings
“I canlose
myself in moments of you/nothing
ripples, nothing sways,” the lines float
airily away on currents of sound.
Swales said the band strived for a
“brutally honest” tone for the album. In
fact, its whole concept behind The Death
of Cool comes from its candid approach
to writing music.
“We're trying to say this ‘cool’ thing
is just afad going on— ‘cool’ bands and
‘cool’ people haven’t got a brain cell

By Jennifer Almeida
HOYA Staff Writer

-J. Hoberman

“ASTONISHING!
Impossible to forget.”
—Interview Magazine
Physicist Stephen Hawking in Errol Morris’ documentary A Brief History of Time.
openly reveres his subject.

A Brief History of Time has no real
point to make. Morris withholds judgment on his subject and lets the camera
sitstill, accepting testimony from friends
and family about Hawking’s amazing
character. Morris’ goal, if any, is to intill a sense of wonder toward the phys-

ics community, much resembling the
sense of wonder those scientists must
feel when they reach for the stars.
A Brief History of Time opens today
at the Key Theatre (1222 Wisconsin
Ave., NW).
a

BIOGIRAIPH
NW, Washington
2819 M St.

333-2696

NOW PLAYING |
at 9:15 Daily
Through Thur. Oct. 1

!
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A movie that goes straight for the jugular.
WARNER BROS. PRESENTS
|
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WARNER BROS.
A TIME WARNER ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY

©1992 Warner Bros. All Rights Reserved

STARTS SEPTEMBER 25™ EVERYWHERE

:
oi

at 7 p.m. at Gaston Hall. For more info,

Friday, Sept. 25

call 687-1882.

Muslim Student Association holds Friday prayers. 1:30 p.m. Muslim Prayer
Room in Copley Basement.

The Georgetown Investment Alliance
holds a general meeting to discuss goals
of the year, stock prices and upcoming
elections. 7 p.m. Healy 105.

German Club general meeting. 5 p.m.

ICC 116.

eitherobtain a jobordeferthe offer by the
deadline will be cancelled. For more info,
call the Office of Financial Aid at 6874547.
Vespers: Orthodox Christian Fellowship. 5:30-6:30 p.m. Copley Crypt.

Catholic Inquiry Meeting. 7-9 p.m. New
North 107.

Women in the Bible study group. 7-8
p.m. Healy 110.

GUSA holds a public meeting of the
“Union” forall student organization presidents. 8 p.m. ICC 115.

Protestant Choir Practice. 9-10:30 p.m.
St. Williams Chapel, Copley Hall.

Crew

Rowers Ready for Fall Season

Freshman Class Committee Barbecue.

5:30-8:30 p.m. Leavey Esplanade.
Shabbat Services and dinner. 6:30 p.m.
1314 36th Street (the Jewish Student
Center.)

European Club general meeting. 7:30
p.m. ICC 107.

Monday, Sept. 28

Christian Fellowship Meeting. 7 p.m.

Walsh 495.

Rosh

Hashanah

services.

9:30

a.m.

Gaston Hall.
The Office of International Programs
shows Hear My Voice (Ireland) as part of
its weekly international movie series. 7:30
p-m. Healy 104.

AIESEC
p-m. ICC

general meeting.

6:30-7:30

107. For more info, call 687-

1756.

Bread for the World general meeting to

The Latin American Student Association hosts a Latin party with merengue/
salsa music. 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. Nevils Com-

sign up volunteers.
Gravenor 201A.

munity Room. Cost is $3.

7:30 p.m.

White

Second eve of Rosh Hashanah services.

search, care and education. Meet at Healy

Circle at 7:00 a.m. Walk begins at 10 a.m.
at Freedom
Ave.).

Plaza

(13th

St. and

Thursday, Oct. 1

Second day Rosh Hashanah services.
9:30 a.m. Gaston Hall.

Freshmen elections for GUSA reps.
Look for polling stations at cafeterias.

The Seekers group meet. 5:15-6:15 p.m.
Healy 110. / Bible Study in Phillipians.
6:15-7:15. Healy 110. / Covenant Prayer
Group. 7-8 p.m. Healy 110.

Bagel Lunchatthe Jewish Student Center. Noon to 2 p.m. 1314 36th Street.

Beyond Dahlgren Faith Sharing. 7-8:15
p.m. Copley Crypt. / Lutheran Worship.
8:45-10:30 p.m. Copley Crypt.

South Asian Club general meeting. 1:30

p.m. ICC 105.
A representative from the American
Buddhist Society provides instruction on
the practical techniques of meditation
and Kundalini Yoga. 3-5 p.m. The Georgetown Inn (Wisconsin Ave. and N Street).
Sponsored by Hoyas Interested in Higher
Awareness.

J.P. Morgan holds an information presentation for students interested in careers in finance, sales, management and

global technology. 7 p.m. Leavey Center
GUICE! holds an organizational meeting for students who wish to volunteer to
tutor DC public school children from
kindergarten through 12th grade. 7-8 p.m.
ICC 107. For more info, call Pat Sheldon
at 784-7224.

The Outdoors Club sponsors Great Falls
Food-Fest. Meet at 10:30 a.m. Healy Gates.
Will return at 4 p.m. Call 687-1643 for
reservations.

Director of Financial Aid Patricia A.
McWade and John J. DeGioia, associate

vice president forthe main campus, speak
at a student forum on the university’s
financial aid policies. 7 p.m. ICC 115.

The Luso Brasilian Club sponsors de
Bate Papo celebration. 2-6 p.m. Meet at
the volleyball net by the baseball fields.
Music, fun, food etc. (Rain site is ICC
462).

The GPB film is Adventures of Baron
Von Munchausen. 7:30 and 10 p.m. Reiss

103. $3 general admission. $1 GPB

Muslim Student Association general
meeting to discuss upcoming events. 5
p-m. White Gravenor 208. For more info,

cardholders.

5-6 p.m. Copley.

pi

Crypt.
First eve of Rosh Hashanah (Jewish
New Year). Dinner at 5 p.m. at 1314 36th
Street (Jewish Student Center). Services

Classifieds
LOVING,CHILDLESS COUPLE

.1/5.p.m. is the deadline for students with
federal work-study funding to either turn
“incompleted paperwork fora job or defer
the offer for future use in this academic
year. Offers made to students who do not

CALLING
ALL
MUSICIANS!!#@ "OPEN JAM OPEN MIC" Tuesday, Sept.29th
at DYLAN'S CAFE solo, bands,

wishes very much to adopt an
infant. Willing to pay medical and

poets, comedians,etc. Starts
9:00pm. Call John for info: 3382974.

legal

1969

Please

call

Nancy and David, toll free 1-800597-2059.

ADOPTION: Devoted happily
married couple wishes to adopt
white newborn. Strong family
values. Expenses paid. Confidential. Call collect (703) 3412742.

VOLKSWAGON

BUS:

New: engine, tires, and shocks.

$950 or best offer. Call: (301)
863-3601 ext. 208.
FOR EXPERT TUTORING in
Physics, Pre-Calculus, and Calculus, call (301) 422-2222. Satisfaction Guaranteed!
OBJECTIVISM
= AYN

CARTOONIST for new comic
strip with great sense of humor

RAND:Taxation is theft. True,
but just exactly, and in great

(202) 828-0025.

detail, howdo you finance agov-

NEW MAGAZINE STARTING
research associate needed to
create format and design first issue (202) 828-0025.

ernment without coersive taxa-

tion.

(301)

571-1998

Roundtable discussion/debate on U.S.
foreign policy, sponsored by College
Democrats, College Republicans and
Foreign Service Fraternity. 7:30 p.m. For
location, call Corey at 333-5972.

GU Astronomical Society weekly meeting/star gazing. 9 p.m. Heyden Observa- |
tory near Yates.

Friday, Oct. 2
Islamic Prayers. 1:30 p.m.
Prayer Room in Copley.

Muslim

after

7:00pm.

Luso

ACTIVISTS: POLLSTERS GOT
YOU NERVOUS? Turn your
worries into action. Phone Lobbyists & Fundraisers needed by
CLEC Canvass Network to work

for National Health Care, Gay &
Lesbian rights, Civil Liberties, etc.
$8+/hr. P/T 5:15-9:30pm. Call
(202) 828-0940.
MATH

TUTOR

841-9681.

ADOPTION: We love children,
we have adopted one, she's now
3 years old. We want very much
to adopt another baby to make

our family complete.
And our little
girl would love to have a brother
or sister to play with. Stable,
loving family environment, nice
home,

good education and ev-

ery opportunity for child to de-

rates & the biggest commissions

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT. Make money teaching
English abroad. Japan and Taiwan. Room & Board provided.
Make $2,000 -$4,000+ per
month. Financially & Culturally
rewarding! For International

EARN $1,500

mailing our circulars!

... Begin NOW! ... FREE packet!
SEYS, Dept. 46, Box 4000,
Cordova, TN 38018-4000.
TUTORING: Statisics, Probability, Economics, Math. (202) 466-

1652. Leave message / Prompt
response.
at

home. Co. benefits, monthly bo-

.nuses, paid vacation. Call (703)
330-1576.

SKIERS WANTED Positions
available include ski clothing
sales, ski equipment sales, and
service technicians. 20-40 flexible hours/week, late October
through March. Must be skier,
need not be expert. Sales experience helpful. Will train. Near
Bethesda. Ski Center. Stuart

terests. Medical and legal exare legal in the state of Virginia.
Call (804) 353-8683.
PAID INTERNSHIP POSITION:
The Amalgamated Clothing and
Textile Workers Union is looking
fora politically progressive, com-

mitted intern for the falland spring
semesters.

We

assist workers

throughout the United States in
organizing and other activities:
Good pay, flexible hours. Call
Janis Koch at (202) 745-1710.

I! ARTISTS - PHOTOGRAPHERS!! G-town cafe starting
underground gallery. Showcase

Employment program and application, call the International
Employment Group: (206)632-

your pieces - today! Call John

1146 ext. J5301.
EARN $6-10/hr FULL TIME delivering roses throughoutthe DC
area. Make good money making

RESEARGH
ATION
Largest Library of Information in U.S.

people happy. Must have own
car, insurance, good driving

record. Call Michelle at (202) 8421000.

oa

OR Wa

§

(202) 338-2974.

19,278 TOPICS - ALL SUBJECTS
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD

800-351-0222

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information

11322 |daho Ave. #206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025 i

EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING -- $600 - $800 every week Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
1356 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230

J

Weather Bodes Well for GU
CROSS COUNTRY, from p. 12
The meet will consist of three separate
races: the JV race for both men and
women at 9:15 a.m., the varsity women’s

race at 10:05 a.m. and the varsity men’s

race at 10:45 a.m. In all races, the women

Mary’s.

will run 5,000 meters, and the men will

run fivemiles. Also running in this year’s
invitational will be Dartmouth, Houston, Georgia Tech, Iona, James Madi-

Gagliano said he felt that this “cross
section of North Eastern and Southern
schools” would make this year’s invita-

son, Farleigh Dickinson and Mount St.

tional exceptional.

:

AVAILABLE:

Calculus, Statistics, Economics,
Physics. Call Joseph at (703)

packages to Jamaica, Cancun,

for more information, call 800395-WAVE.

Li

Brasilian Club fiesta brasileira.

10 p.m. 1218 Potomac Ave.

CAMPUS REPS WANTED!
HEATWAVE
VACATIONS!
SPRING BREAK 1993! The best

Bahamas, Florida. Free Travel
and $$$$! 1-800-426-7710.

HOYA File Photo
RB

495.

TRAVEL FREE! Sell quality vacations to exotic destinations!
We've got the best spring break

and

©.

Christian Fellowship. 7-9 p.m. Walsh | Lightweights Jim Argalis; Mike Garvey an

Dept. G2, 14415-E Greenwell
Springs Rd, Suite 318, Greenwell
Springs, LA 70739.

(202) 966-5413.

|

expects big things of them this season as
they sport a loss of only two varsity
rowers to graduation. Some changes are
expected as a new coach arrives next
week from Mills College in California.
Soon-to-be-coach Bebe Meese will have
the added benefit of several study abroad
returnees who rowed varsity in their
sophomore year. Jill Kaiser captains the
effort.
The famed Head of the Charles will be
held on the weekend of Oct. 17-18 in
Boston. Closer to home, all of the Hoya
squads will open the season at the Head
of the Potomac at Washington Harbor
Oct. 3.

Baptist Bible Study/Fellowship.6-7:15
p.m. Conference Room, St. Mary’s Hall.

penses paid. Private adoptions

MONEY

Dad Vail effortTast spring. He therefore

Andy Cornblatt, assistant dean for ad-

+ car a must,commission
perks call (202) 363-0889.

EARN

Johnson maintains that it was the
women’s varsity that turned in the finest

missions atthe Law Center, speaks about
getting into GU Law. 5 p.m. ICC 115.

velop his/her strengths and in-

PART-TIME

According to Johnson, he “needs some
work but [will] be there” this year.

The
Career
Center
sponsors
“Resumania!” 5-8 p.m. Leavey Center
Program Room.

AD SALES POSITIONS: For
new DC magazine, experience

WEEKLY

ery crew worth its salt on the east coast
and beyond, there will be some action.
But the maintask
for the next few months
is to improve for the spring races.
The men’s varsity heavyweights fared
the worst in last season’s Dad Vails and
must overcome that memory, the loss of
five rowers to graduation and early season injuries. Senior captain Doug Nury
will lead the effort with the help of returning varsity rowers Doug Sanders,
Derrick Roberto and Hunter Doble.
The heavies also boast experience at
the coxswain position with senior Garreth
McGrath among others. Another boost
will come from the members of last
year’s gold medal—winning JV squad
who move into varsity slots.
The lightweights returned laden with
gold and silver (Varsity silver and JV
gold) last year but will have to sweat
bullets to get it back after the loss of five
varsity rowers to graduation. Newly tat-

Office of International Programs coffee hour. 3:30-5 p.m. ICC 450.

EARN $500+ WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes at home. Send long
SASE: CountrylLving Shoppers,

HELP WANTED:

weekday morning. Where are all the
normal people? Asleep! Dumb question.
So who are all those people in shorts
headed for the river?
The crew team, of course. Who else
would get pleasure from waking up just
when the rest of us are recollecting exactly where we live and stumbling in that
direction?
Crew is back, all 100 of the rowers
including the lightweight, heavyweight
and women’s varsity, JV and novice
teams. Led by Head Coach Tony Johnson, the various squads are once again
hitting the water in an effort to duplicate
last year’s haul of medals atthe Dad Vail
Regatta.
:
According to Johnson, the fall is a
time for basic conditioning and technical work without as much concern for
squeezing that last bit of speed out of a
race.

Head of the Charles, which attracts ev-

tooed senior captain Steve Maloney will
have help, however, from the golden JVs
and returning varsity rowers such as
sophomore Conal Groom, who surprised
everyone last year with his young talent.

Shabbat Services and dinner. 6:30 p.m.
1314 36th Street.

Wednesday, Sept. 30

call Hebba at 784-7781.

expenses.

HOYA Staff Writer

This is not to say that the fall is going
to be boring. With regattas such as The

Ballroom — Salon D.

Sunday, Sept. 27

Liturgy.

$1 GPB

Penn.

Self-Assessment Testing at the Career
Center. 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. 527 Leavey
Center.

Byzantine

103. $3 general admission.
cardholders.

Tuesday, Sept. 29

Be a part of AIDSWALK, a 10K
walkathon to raise funds for AIDS re-

College Democrats and College Republicans sponsor Part I of alecture series
on the presidential campaign. Foreign
Policy will be the topic. Speakers include
Robert Lieber, chair of Georgetown’s
government dept. 8 p.m. ICC 101.
The GPB film is Adventures of Baron
Von Munchausen.7:30 and 10 p.m. Reiss

7:30 p.m. Gaston Hall.

Saturday, Sept. 26

Luso Brasilian Club general meeting. 8
p.m. 462 conf. rm. 4th Floor ICC.

By Jason James

Penalty Shot Costs Hoyas First Win
FIELD

HOCKEY,

from p. 12

both teams into a cautious defensive
mindset.

The last third of the game saw
both teams fend off the opposition’s
offensive breaks. In particular, Hoya
goalkeeper, freshman Pat McKeon,
was called on to make a very tough
save with 12 minutes left.
The match’s finish came harshly
for the Hoya team. With less than
two minutes left, thereferee whistled

a penalty against the Hoyas inside

the goal circle. Williams said she
wasnot quite sure why a penalty was
called but offered the possibility that
McKeon might have sat on the ball.

hold the Tigers by the tail. In the end,
fatigue may have gotten the better of
the Hoyas. Williams accepted the
blame for this.

Tiger forward Patti Stermer converted on the penalty shot to make
the score 3-2 with 1:05 left. Georgetown did not create any offensive
opportunities in the last minute and
was forced to swallow a very bitter
pill.
The Hoyas had put themselves in
position to win the game butcouldn’t

“I put in substitutes in the first half
and in the beginning of the second
half,” said Williams, “We are only
allowed 10 substitutes and we were
tired at the end of the game.”
The Hoyas (04) will try to rebound from their tough loss today
when they begin a four-game road
trip at William and Mary.

Demarest Rewrites Record Books
DEMAREST, from p. 12
has thrown 18 times for 232 yards already this season, has
caught on the quickest and is Demarest’s favorite target.
“Murphy makes my job easy. When the defense goes

with a man-to-man, Murphy has a distinct advantage
because he is taller and has a great vertical leap, said
Demarest. "If they try to double team him, he makes a fake
and runs right by the defenses.”
But Murphy is by no means Demarest’s only target. He
connected with eight different receivers in the victory over
Gallaudet, and four caught touchdown passes.
Demarest credited all of his receivers for filling in for
injured wide receiver Paul Belkin. “Dorian Bell stepped up,
which was key for the win. And Dave Schafer caught his
first pass ever, and it was a touchdown,” Demarest said.

Another reason for Demarest’s success has been the good
protection from the revamped offensive line. He commended his linemen for doing a great job and not giving up
many sacks. “The mental mistakes are way down from
last year. Now it is just a question of [whether] we are

physically up to the challenges,” Demarest said.
With the infusion of the new offense, Demarest was

forced to focus on staying in the pocket and waiting to read
the play as it developed, rather than throwing on the run as
he did more often last season. “I was never a drop back type
quarterback; I was more of a scrambler, so this is really new
for me.”

Part of his conditioning over the summer was targeted at
that specific problem. Demarest worked with a nationally
recognized strength coach at a local high school where they
focused on taking definite steps back and then delivering

the ball without feeling panicked.
Another focus of the summer was Demarest’s physical
conditioning. Last season Demarest suffered a severely
sprained ankle against Johns Hopkins and a separated
shoulder against Washington and Lee. “Physically

everything is fine. We did some specific throwing drills to
strengthen my shoulder,” he said.
“Aley worked really hard in the off-season, which should
prevent some injuries,” said Glacken. He’s the hardest
working quarterback in the off-season that we’ve had in my
24 years at Georgetown.”
Demarest will need all of his strength and experience this
week against nationally ranked Dickinson. “I know I have
to have a great game, and I feel our offense is overdue for a
great game as well. Dickinson is bigger and faster than both
Ursinus and Gallaudet, but they are definitely beatable,” he
said.

Last season the Hoyas fell six points short of upsetting
Dickinson. This year they are hoping for a different
outcome.

“Last year I went in a little scared, and I just went with
that. This year we have a few specifically designed plays
for me to roll out and throw on the run. We want to scare
them with the threat of the long ball because we have a
group of big play receivers,” Demarest said.

Glacken said Saturday’s contest will probably be the
biggest game of the year. “We hope to correct the mistakes
we made last season and come away winners.”
“The guys are starting to understand that when everything
gets going we are hard to stop,” Demarest said. “Hopefully
we'll put everything together this week. It’s going to be a
great show.”
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Sailing

Men's Soccer

Mixed
Results

Georgetown Buries
Mountaineers, 3-1

Sunday, as it sailed to a 13th-place
out of 18 schools.
“I thought we were going to do better
because we got off to such a strong start
on Friday,” said Coach Jack McDonald.
“Our scores on Friday were right up
there with what the top teams get, but
Saturday and Sunday were tough days
for us. The weather really turned, and we
were unable to adjust.”

hard

Sailing in the “A” Division for the

men to the college level of sailing.
‘In the “A” Division, the Hoyas took
first and third place, while in the “B”

Division, they were first and second.

“We have the best freshmen class this
year that we have had to date,” said
McDonald. “Freshmen Preston Holdner
and Bill Ward were both heavily recruited and should turn out to be excellent college sailors.”
This weekend the Hoyas compete in
the Hood Trophy at Tufts and the
Women’s Invitational at Hobart. Georgetown will also send teams to the Sloop
Elims Regatta at Navy and the St. Mary’s
Invitational.

3

in a non-conference

game

[and]

with that intensity.”
The Mountaineers, overwhelmed and
frustrated, tallied six yellow cards and
one red card in their efforts to stop the
Hoya attack.
The Hoyas, who were tied for eigth
with Howard University in the South
Atlantic Region poll released Tuesday,

The Georgetown field hockey team built a 2-0 halftime lead, but fell to Towson State, 3-2.

‘opened slowly and had a difficult time

Field Hockey

Hoyas See First Win Slip Away
Towson State Pulls Away in Second Half En Route to 3-2 Victory
By Ken House
HOYA Staff Writer

One of the worst ways to lose any
game is to get off to a blazing start
and then fade at the finish. Unfortunately, the Georgetown field hockey
team could not manage to escape
such misfortune, dropping a heartbreaking 3-2 decision to the Towson
State Tigers at Kehoe Field on Tuesday.
The early part of the match saw
the Hoyas put immense pressure on
the Tigers. Towson goalkeeper Kerry
Mehl was pelted with 13 Georgetown shots, 11 of which came from
inside the circle.
!
Georgetown coach Alison Williams praised her team for its inspired play during this part of the
match.
“Our wings were doing a great job
getting up in the circle and being
aggressive,” said Williams.

HOYA Athlete of the Week

The offensive push finally paid
off for the Hoyas as senior forward
Lisa Burke netted the first goal of the
game at the 22:52 mark of the first
period. Burke’s unassisted score was
the first goal of the season for the
Hoyas, who had been held scoreless

in losing their first three games.
Towson State managed very little
offensive pressure (only one first half
shot) againstthe Hoya defense. Georgetown kept the great majority of the
playinthe Tigers’ end, which helped
produce its second goal. Junior forward Stephanie Gosk converted from
the slot on a feed from senior Kate
Duffy with 19:40 left in the period.
The first half closed out with no
further scoring. The Hoyas appeared
to tire toward the end of the half as
Towson State began to control more
of the play, but the 2-0 lead boosted
the confidence of both the coach and
her understandably beleaguered
team.

“I think they know now that they
can play [well],” said Williams.

The momentum shift which began
in the waning moments of the first
half continued in the second. The
average spectator might have thought
Towson coach Charlotte Heenan fed
her team tabasco sauce during the
halftime
break
because
the
Tigers breathed fire in the early moments of the second half.
Ittook only 18 seconds for Towson
State to cut the Hoya lead in half as
Lauren Van Denmark jammed home
a goal. Williams admitted her team
was unprepared for the rush.
“They put up a lot of pressure,”
said Williams, “They came out and
took up the right side, and we were
not ready.”
The Tigers’ rally continued as they
struck again seven minutes later. Teri
Gorzynski’s goal tied the score at
two with 27:29 remaining and forced
See FIELD HOCKEY, p. 11

connecting throughout the game.
“The touch was off altogether. The
balls were bouncing off our feet, but
these things happen,” said junior
midfielder Tim Keegan. “It’s hard to get
up for 18-19 games in a matter of nine
weeks. We got the goals. That’s what
counts.”
Fifteen minutes passed before foward
Tom Dillow, on a nudge free kick
from

senior

defender

Gui

Barbosa,

smashed the ball from 22 yards out into
the upper left corner of the goal. Despite
overwhelmingly controlling the ball, the
Hoyas reached halftime with a meager
1-0 lead.’
“I think we were unlucky a couple of
times [but] the biggest thing is that we
forced things a bit when we were in the
attacking part,” said Tabatznik. “We

With 15:42 to go, the Mountaineers
put their name on the scoreboard for the
first time. When Hoya goalie Phil
Wellington came out of his goal in a
futile attempt to track down a corner
kick, freshman forward Adam Rieger
lofted the ball into an open goal from 25
yards away.
It was one of the few mistakes froma

Hoya defense that delivered a solid performance.
“I think we did better than usual,” said
Barbosa, who forms the defensive unit

along with seniors Matt Lieb and Brian
Fuller and junior Peter Couhig. “We
were well organized. A lot of times we
get too excited about going forward.”
The Hoyas, 1-1 in the Big East, travel
to Providence tomorrow to play the Friars, who are 3-0 in the Big East.
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Sophomore QB |

Leads Hoyas’
Air Assault

Dikembe Mutombo, former Georgetown basketball star and All-Star
center for the NBA’s Denver Nuggets, decided this summer

By Jill Wllmot
HOYA Staff Writer
For leading the football team to a 52-20 victory over
Gallaudet University Saturday, setting a new Georgetown
record of five touchdown passes in a single game and
being named to the ECAC South Division III Honor Roll,

sophomore quarterback Aley Demarest is THE HOYA

CARE, a worldwide relief organiza-

Athlete ot the Week.

tion that has spent more than $400
million on programs for the poor in
Africa.
Mutombo, who was born in the
Zaire, was acting with CARE to provide a comforting presence for
the many Somalian civil war refugees that are suffering from famine
and the horrors of war.

Asin last year, Demarest continues to break records and
gain regional recognition. Last year he was named East
Coast Athletic Conference (ECAC) Rookie of the Week

for two consecutive weeks and was named to the ECAC
Honor Roll once. This year he was again named to
the Honor Roll.

In the Georgetown record books Demarest has helped
establish 27 new team offensive records and tied six others
in just over one season of play. Individually, Demarest has
etched his name in the record books 10 different times. His
credits include attempts in a season (229), completions in a
season (118), yards in a season (1,650) and also singlegame records for attempts (50) and completions (28).
Demarest seemed to take his success in stride. “The

records are something to think about on Sunday, but I have
to move on and stay focused so I can continue to do my

job.”
Head Coach Scott Glacken said, “We are fortunate Aley
selected Georgetown. He is one of the gems the major
football schools overlooked. He had great grades and
boards, and after he visited he liked what he saw. That was
the beginning of history.”
As a freshman, Demarest stepped into the quarterback
position late in the first quarter of the Dickinson game and
completed 25 of 45 passes for 310 yards. Since then he has
helped develop the new offense the Hoyas implemented
this season.

According to Glacken, “the new offense is an expansion
of last year’s system that requires a lot of finesse and
reading on both the quarterback’s part as well as the
receivers. It was designed to defeat any defensive secondary scheme.”
Demarest has picked up the system remarkably well,
which can be traced back to his high school roots. “My
high school coach stressed understanding of the game so I

that the

place he is needed the most is not
America butamong the starving refugees of Eastern Africa.
Mutombo, according to yesterday’s
Washington Post, traveled to the wartorn Kenya-Somalia border over the
summer to act as a spokesman for

Kevin Haggard/The HOYA

Sophomore quarterback Aley Demarest.
can read defenses pretty well, which is critical in this new
offense. It’s a run-and-read type offense where the
receivers have three or four options off the line of scrimmage.”
Against Ursinus, in this season’s opener, the team was a
little tentative, but Demarest said he felt it started to come

together against Gallaudet. “We need to get our timing and
rhythm together. T have to be thinking what they are
thinking. Given that and their varying speeds it is easy to
under- or over-throw someone.”
But, Demarest added, “when we get it right, this offense
can put a lot of points on the board. We have a very potent
attack.” For example, the Hoya offense amassed 114 yards
in the first quarter of the Ursinus game.
But, even with new offense, there was still a need for
last-minute changes. As Glacken pointed out, “two of

Demarest’s touchdown passes were audibles. Sometimes
he has the best seat to see what the defense is doing, so he
always has the option to change the play.”
Senior wide receiver Chris Murphy, to whom Demarest

See DEMAREST, p. 11
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Sophomore Chris Ashby dribbles the ball past a Mount St. Mary’s defender.

Cross Country

GU Ready for Hoya Invitational
By Frank White
Special to THE HOYA

Since the temperature dropped Tuesday, the spirits of the Georgetown cross
country team have not stopped soaring.
Why? The Georgeiown Invitational
comes to the Hilltop this weekend, and
no one wanted to run on a hot and humid
day. As the weather changed, so has the
outlook for the competition. Instead of a
sweltering race, the competing teams
will race in a crisp, fall-like setting —
and no one is happier than the Hoyas.
“This weather only helps the team,”
said Head Coach Frank Gagliano. “It’s
perfect.”
Georgetown teams will take every
advantage they can get Saturday when

they host over 12 teams at the Morven
Park

Course

in Leesburg,

VA.

These

Division I teams include powerhouses
likethe Wake Forestmen’s and women’s
squads, the men’s team from Navy, the
women’s

teams

from

North

Carolina,

William and Mary, and Notre Dame —
the Irish having provided ample competition for the Hoyas at their dual meet on
Sept. 12.
\
“All of these

[teams] are very well

coached and well represented,”
Gagliano.

said

Ron Helmer, coach of the women’s

team, agreed: “If any one team can put a
good group together, any one of those
could take it.”
But as kind

as Helmer

was

to the

competition, he remained confident of

his team’s chances. “Regardless,” he
said, “we should be inthe thick of things.”
Adding to the good fortune provided
by the weather for the women’s team is
the fact that everyone is healthy.
“Buttired,” added Helmer. “They have
that normal tired feeling common to the
first part of the year. But the change in
the weather does give new life to the
team. It’s like a shot in the arm.”
On the men’s side, the team is also

healthy, with the exeption of sophomore
Matt Doherty, who is running with a
blister on his foot. But the rest of the
team is at 100 percent, and as Gagliano
said, “the team is looking real good and
looking forward to the race on Saturday.”
See CROSS COUNTRY, P. 11
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Coming on the heels of their only loss
of the season Sunday against Villanova,
the Hoyas (5-1) displayed fast-paced,
imaginative, albeit low-scoring, soccer
on their way to victory.
“The overall intensity was good after
coming off a loss,” said Head Coach
Keith Tabatznik. “It was a good sign to
see that they came out and fought real

A

handily defeated Mount St. Mary’s, 3-1,
on Harbin Field.
:

The Georgetown sailing team got off
to a strong start last weekend on the
first day of the Nevins Trophy Regatta
— athree-day competition held at Kings
Point, NY — but couldn’t sustain its
level of performance on Saturday and

“We just haven’t been finishing well
these past three games,” said Barbosa.
The Hoyas opened the second half
with two goals within five minutes. At
the 47:30 mark Keegan played a fast ball
in from the right endline to Dillow who
from two yards out had only to touch the
ball to tally his second goal of the day.
Five minutes later Barbosa scored
Georgetown’s third goal as he slammed
a short free kick pass from Dillow into
the upper left corner from 30 yards out.
“It’s a good thing because [free kicks]
didn’t seem to be working for us before
and now they are,” said Keegan. “It
shows alot of character. If one thing isn’t
working, we've got other things that can
work. We've got a lot of weapons.”
With more than 30 minutes remaining, the game shifted more in Mount St.
Mary’s favor although the Hoyas still
maintained the lead on the scoreboard.
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St.Mary’s. The seminar introduced fresh-

the 18 [yard] area.”

The Georgetown soccer team returned
to its winning ways Wednesday as it

By Susan Flanagan

Hoyas were sophomores Scott Allan and
Courtney Drohan, who finished 14th. In
the “B” Division, seniors Rob Davis,
‘Thomasin Toedtman and Matt Risor,
and sophomore Peggy Boggs sailed to a
12th-place finish. Junior Rob Vermylen
placed 12th in the “C” Division.
“I am happy with the outcome,” said
- McDonald. “It was a tough regatta. The
level of competition was as good as it is
going to get; I'd say 15 out of the top 20
schools were there.”
Tufts University won the regatta with
161 points, while Navy finished second
+ with 162 points and St. Mary’s third with
248 points.
While Georgetown’s main team was
struggling in the Nevins Trophy Regatta, eight freshmen sailors were dominating the Area C Freshmen Seminar at

played a fast-paced game. Unfortunately it was too fast once we were inside

By Mikkel Jessen-Petersen
HOYA Staff Writer
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